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The CHAIRLvi.t.Jif (Czechoslovakia) ~ I declare open the seventy-second ~)lenary 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmamenta 

May I first of all welcome to this Comrni ttee the head of the Polisl1 ·delegation, 

and Deputy lVIinister for Foreign Affairs of Poland_. I"lr. Naszkowski, and :tvfr. Edberg as 

head of the S·Hedish delegation. At the same time!l I should like to bid fare\~Tell to 

Professor Lachs and to exyress the hope that we m~y see him again soon~ if ~ot here 

then elseH~-::.ere, and to thank him for his co-operation. 

I have on my list of speak::rs for today tt .. e name of the representative of the 

United Kin~;do;!l, vJho vi shes to speak on the question of the Jessation of nuclear tests. 

So far there are no other speakers on that item~ and if that is still the case after 

the re,:;resentative of the United Kingdom has S)oken we shall "oe able to )ass on to 

the question of general and complete disarmamento 

Sir l'1ichael HRIGHT (United Kingdom)~ }vir o Chairman~ I should like to begin 

by associating myself vrith the remarks which you have just made in the name of all 

of us. 

Today I iave a statement to make on behalf of the Urii ted Kingdom on tl1e subject 

of a nuclear test ban~ but before I turn to that subject I want to say tl1at I 

listened with close attention to what the representative of Sweden had to say 

(ENDC/PV.7l; pp,29-37 ) at our last meeting on the subject of general and com9lete 

disarmamento Hy delegation is studying the interesting ideas he put forwarda May .= 

also note "tri th interest the contribution made by t:-:.e representative of Brazil 

(ibid. P9ol4-17) to the discussion of a nuclear test ban. That is the topic on which 

I wish to concentrate my remarks this morning. 

The fact is that the situation reached in ttis Conference over a nuclear test 

ban agreement is sim)le. It is not complicated at all, it is simplec Tile difference 

between the two sides is not wide, it is narrovr. I want once again to reaffirm the 

faith of my delegation that the gap is narrow and that it can be bridgeda 

We are all agreed, I thinkj that as the re~Jresentative of Mexico said on 9 May j 

nuclear weaiJon testing is 11 the most serious form of rearmamentH (ENDO/PVa34 2 p.lB). 

We want to sto:_J it for good and all a How can we do so? "\:Je believe that tl1e bridge 
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(Sir Mictael Wright9 United Kingdom) 

should be provided by the eight-Power memorandum (ENDC/28). Today I am not going to 

continue vJhat Ytr. Castro called the 11 courtroom debate" (ENDC/PVo 71, p. 15) on the 

interpretation of the memorandum. I prefer to ~Jas,:; myself on his words ~rr:1en ~1e said~ 

urn my opinion 51 the real intention of the ei5:1t nations is to urge t£1e 

nuclear Powers to negotiate with a view to concluding a mutually acceptable 

agreement on the cessation of nuclear tests ••• 

iiif the nuclear Powers do, as we earnestly r.,o~eji through negotiation 

conducted in a spirit of compromise and mutual concessions, reach an 

agreement on the interpretation to be given to a certain paragra;~h or 

sub-_,!aragraph of the memorandum, I would venture to say tbat the 8is_;~·_t 

nations would acce,;_Jt such an interpretation if it carried with it the 

cessation of all nuclear tests. 11 (~) 

In finding a way across the bridge provided by the eight-nation memorandlliu we 

have a general guide in tile principles (ENDC/5) which we are all agreed should govern 

our discussions on disarmaxaent, and which are, so to speak.s the charter of our 

negotiations in this Committee. And here I must say that I was struck by the 

intervention at our last meeting of the representative of Bulgaria (ibid.) ~-=·) o 5 

et seq.). The Soviet representative has lately been taking e..s his thesis that the 

United States and the United Kingdom are sticking to old positions. The 

representative of Bulgaria proved in his eloquent intervention) wi t.h the :1elp of a 

good deal of chapter and verse, that the Western Powers are not sticking to their old 

positions but have changed their position from that of some years ago. ~tro Tarabanov 

was quite right, e.nd I am glad to have him on my side in assuring lVIr. Kuznetsov that 

the West is not sticking to old positions but has new positionso 

But I ru11 not in agreement with the representative of Bulgaria when he maintains, 

as I understood him to maintain, that a nuclear test ban is an entirely se·)arate and 

distinct matter from disarmament, and that a nuclear test ban agreement need not 

therefore be such as to give reasonable assurance to all members that the treaty is 

being observed by other members. He was apparently arguing that one yardstick should 

be applied to a disarmament agreement and another yardstick to a nuclear t:::st ban 

agreement. Since an agreement of either kind affects)! and affects dee~JlY.:t the 

national security of all signatories 51 such an argument is completely contrary to 
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common sel1Se.. As we say in England, n-vrnat is sauce for t}::e goose is sauce for the 

gander 11
.. Indeed, that :?rinciple was, as my colleagues will rememoer, embodied in 

Gener~J. Assembly resolution 1648 (XVI); of 6 November 19613 s 1onsored by t:·.!.e 

GoverTh~ent of Indiao In that resolution the Assembly expressed confidence 

"that t!~e States concerned vJill reach agreement as soon as possible on 

the cessation of tes-~s of nuclear and thermo-nuclear Heai_Jons 9 under 

aplJro)riate international controli1
1 

and called u;on the States concerned 
11 to engage themselves vrith u.cgency and speed in the necessary efforts 

to conclude such agreements expeditiouslyno 

The princi)le was also embodied still more precisely in General Assembly resolution 

1649 (XVI) ~ in which t~1e States negotiating at Geneva were urged 

Hto renew at once their efforts to conclude ·at the earlist possible 

time a treaty on the cessation of nuclear and thermo-nuclear weapons 

testso •• in all environments under inspection and control machinery 

adequate to ensure compliance with its terms 11 o 

The thought vras also embodied in the sixth of all!' agreed ~-:Jrinci~les for disarmament 

which reads~ 

n6. All disarmament measures should be im)lemented from beginning to 

end m1der such strict and effective international control as would 

provide firm assurance that all parties are honouring their obligations .. 11 

(ENDC/5) 

I admit I t-ras particularly astonished to hear the representative of Bulgaria say that 

a nuclear test ban was something in a different category from the field of disarmament~ 

a category to which these conceptions do not apply because )rohibition of nuclear tests 

is one of t:1e measures ~Jrovided for in the Soviet draft disarmament treat~:.. .Article 17 

of the Soviet draft disarmament treaty deals with this very matter 3 as I need hardly 

remind my colleagues. I v.rill read the article o 

~• r;~e conducting of nuclear tests of any kind shall be ~Jrohibi ted 

(if sucb ~Jrohibi tion is not implemented under other international 

agreements by the time this Treaty is signed) 0 n (ENDC/2. -.) .. 12) 

Now 3 if the Soviet Government does l.tot regard the p:rohibi tion of nuclear tests as a 

measure in the field of disarmament 3 v.Jhy does it include it in its draft treaty, the 

title of vJ~lich is 11 Draft treaty on general and com~l2te disarmament under strict 

international control 11 ? l:.!hy does it devote a special article of its treaty to this 

measure? 
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As if t:-:·.at were not enough~ JVJr. Tarabanov Has placing b.imself at variance also 

with the fov.r princilJles advanced by the re)resentative of Si.>reden (ENDC/:~·v. 71.rpp..30-31) 

at our last meeting as )rinciples \-Jhich, he saidj ought to oe a~))licable ~Jot:: to 

general and complete disarmament and to a nuclear test ban. The first of t~1ose 

principles 1.vas that the treaty should afford reasonable assur&.""lce to all merr..bers of 

its fulfilment by other yartieso 

My )Ur1_)ose is not to seek points of disagreement but of agreement c T11e 

representative of Sweden said that the treaty should afford reasonable assurance to 

all members of its fulfilment by other parties. I agree;; and I believe t:~at most of 

us around this table agree. The question then tu~ns on what constitutes reasonable 

assurance of fulfilment" In this lJa.rticular case there are two main elements in the 

problem of verification) detection posts and on-site inspection. I shall not speak 

today of the precise relationship between detection posts and an international 

scientific commission oecause, as JVJr. Godber has already said on tehalf of my 

delegation (ENDC/SC.I/PV.23 3 pal6), -vre consider that point to be negotiable., I shall 

turn to t~1e others. 

The 1-Jest, as far as its territories are concerned, sees no difficulty in the 

matter of detection ~osts~ no difficulty in the matter of on-site inspection, no 

threat to its security involved in either. The Soviet Government says, on the other 

hand, tb.at it does see such a threat, because it maintains that any foreigners, even 

neutrals; aDd even neutrals who would be international civil servants engaged in 

verification in the Soviet Union, might be guilty of espionage. What the effect would 

be of ap~Jlying that princi)le to general and com~)lete disarmament to the extreme point 

of saying tLat there should be no inspection at all I must leave Mr. Kuznetsov to tell 

us. . HovJever, that is the )oint which the Soviet Government b.as made in the nuclear 

text context -- the risk to the security of the Soviet Union of having any foreigners 

for verification purposes in Soviet terri tory.. No\·J, how many foreigners, and doing 

what, would be involved? Mr. Kuznetsov said at our last meeting~ 

n ••• re)resentatives of the Hestern countries, month after month and year 

after year, have advanced the same 'argrunents 1 and •reasons' on the need 

for the presence in the territory of the Soviet Union of many hundreds of 

foreign controllers and inspectors and for the organization of nUJnerous 

on-site inspections for verifying compliance IJy the other side with an 

agreement on the cessation of nuclear tests~ 11 (ENDC/PV o 7ls p .. 3l) 
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vJhat is the trutl: of this? The ~·Jest, in 1961~ had made two proposals~ the first 

that there should be nin9teen detection posts in the Soviet Union with 380 foreigners 

operating them. In the light of the new data we have dropped that )roposal and 

accepted the principle that detection posts should be operated ~JY home country 

nationals. So the j8o foreigners disappear from the scene. That leaves us \tli th 

foreigners who might come on inspection visits. The West had thought tilat a maximum 

of about 120 foreigners \-Jould be required in a year on the basis of twenty inspections 

a year. i;Je then came dot·m to a sliding scale of between twelve and twenty, Now we 

are able to say that, on the basis of the new data,)! we can discuss fewer tlJ.a...rl that. 

Therefore.? these "hundreds of foreign controllers and inspectorsit are imaginary. 

They only exist in Hr. Kuznetsov 1 s vivid imagination. Let me reassure ~!.imo These 

hundreds of foreign controllers and inspectors have no place in the ne1t1 destern 

proposalso 

Hro Kuznetsov put another question. He asked~ 

nBut is such international control over the cessation of tests which 

could be used as a cover for intelligence ~tmrk really necessary?" 

(ibid H "0 o38 ) 

l'1y answer is~ of course it is not necessary o Let me reassure l1im once againc ~Je 

are not ~royosing anything of the sort. First.? there could in any case be no 

inspection in the Soviet Union or anywhere else except in a small area indicated by 

scientific instruments and designated by the international scientific commission. 

Nobody could designate that area except the instrmnents and the· commission.. Neither 

the Pentagon nor the Kremlin could designate such an area; only the instruments and 

the commission. Secondly~ if the area were in the Soviet Union; the six or fe1..;er 

inspectors~ so far as any Western desires are concerned, could be transported in 

Soviet aircraft with a Soviet pilot and surrounded with as many Soviet o 1Jservers as 

the Soviet Union might want.. They would have no freedom to roam about in tbe Soviet 

Union.. Their only task would be to verify in a narrowly defined area,'} 1trit;.1in which 

the commission and no one else had located the epicentre of the event~ where a nuclear 

explosion l1ad taken place.. After that they would go back home o 
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However~ if the Soviet Union can show us any means of identifying all seismic 

events 1r1i thout on-site ins~Jection at all, there need never be any on-site in.spection 

at allo The basic difficulty is at the worst~ therefore, narro\.red down to finding a 

solution between zero inspections and some figure of less tnan a scale of tvrelve to 

twenty. At best, as soon as it could be shown that there 1rrould no longer be any 

unidentified events there Hould be no on-site ins~)ection at all and, there.fore:J no 

foreigners required even for short visits to the Soviet Union -- or anyvrhere else for 

that pur];Jose o If there would be any .·9ro blem left at that point 9 it esca)eS lile 111hat 

it is. 

But the Soviet Government says that we have reached that lJoint alreadyo The 

Soviet Governraent says that it knows how to identify all seismic events. T~at was 

Mr. Kuznetsov 1 s theme again at our last meeting. If that is true then I sa~' to 

Nr. Kuznetsov that, by uitilholding that knowledge from us and from the other 

delegations at this table~ the Soviet Government is deliberately withholding the key 

to agreement o And I would ask him further whetb.er to give such information -- if the 

Soviet Government really }:as it would prejudice Soviet national security more than 

the continuation of the nuclear race. 

For mv ·Jart I find it difficult to believe that the Soviet Government is 
" ·~ 

genuinely 1.vi t~1L~olding the knowledge if it has it Q I prefer to assume that it has not 

got the knowledge. If I am wrong in assuming tDat, Y~. Kuznetsov will no doubt 

correct me and produce the information. If he does not do so? I can only assume from 

his silence that what I am saying represents the truth and that the Soviet Union knows 

of no means at present of identifying all seismic events 1.>1ithout any on-site inspection. 

But, I repeat; if that is the case, the problem5 although still existents. is surely 

soluble~ As I said at the beginning of my intervention, there is still a ga}~ but it 

is a narrolJ one. The problem then narrows down to finding a compromise bet-vreen zero 

inspections a year and a sliding scale of twelve to twenty. I was glad to hear the 

representative of Romania say at our last meeting (ENDC/PV. 71J )..25) that although actualJy 

there exist all the conditions for the conclusion of a treaty9 one point -- one single 

point remains to be settled. Let us see whether we cannot make any ~)rogress here 

and now~ even if modest 9 towards bridging the ga) and settling the basic outstanding 

points. 
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Here may I say that I have been studying with close attention and interest the 

statement made by Mr. Kuznetsov at ou~ last meetingc Since what I am going to say 

may be important in the search for agreement, I want to be meticulously careful about 

it. He said~ 

11 A careful study of the memorandum shows that the authors of 

this document a)proach the question of on-site inspection in a 

very serious manner~ from a standpoint which takes into account 

the situation that ·Hill arise as a result of the assumption by 

the nuclear Powers of the obligation to cease all nuclear tests. 

Accordingly~ it is contemplated that the question of on-site 

inspection may arise only after a thorough and detailed examination 

by the international commission of the facts 'necessary to establish 

the nature of any suspicious and significant event'. T:terefore this 

examination of the facts should be the first step. 

i'After that~ as the memorandum states~ 

'Should tl1e commission find that it was unable to reach a 

conclusion on the nature of a significant event it would so 

inform the :party on 1trhose terri tory that event had occurred, and 

sL~ultaneously inform it of the points on which urgent 

clarification seemed necessaryo 1 

Thus the second ste; to be taken by the international commission would 

consist of notification and a request for co-operation addressed to 

the State on whose territory the event in question had occurred. 

iiTJ:'1at is to follow after that? After that~ 
1The party and the Commission should consult as to vrhat further 

measures of clarification~ including verification in loco~ would 

facilitate the assessment'. 

It is envisaged here that the State on whose territory the event to be 

investigated had occurred would 'give speedy and full co-operation to 

facilitate the assessment'. 
11 The Soviet Union subscribes to this without any reservation. 

HSuch is the third stage of the work~ joint consultation9 and the 

speedy and full co-oyeration of the State on whose territory the event 

had occv_rred. ii (ibid. ?P:J•4l-k2) 
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I havs quoted those words verbatim because they are words Hhich my delegation 

wholly endorses. So far r~. Kuznetsov and I are in full agreement, and let me 

underline at this point that the stages spelt out by Jvir. Kuznetsov fully ;Jear out the 

point I made earlier 9 namely that in all those st2ps leading U) to the desisnation 

and location of an event it is the instruments and the commission 1.r1hich have the 

responsi~ilitJ. It is not the other side, it is not the Pentagon or the Kremlin, 

but the instruments and the cormnissiono 

There follovJ further )aragra)hs of J.Vlr. Kuznetsov 1 s speech 1 .. .r~1ich are of much 

interest, a::.l'ld which those wlw wish to follow my argument -vJill no doubt uant ~o read 

again. :rJut there are words v.rhich I do want to quote. They are as follo-vrs; 

"In the ligl1t of all these considerations, is it )Ossible to come 

to tbe conclusion that the nuclear Powers will always refuse to invite 

the commission to visit their territory? Of course, it is impossible 

to come to such a conclusionJ it would be quite unjustified. It is 

clear tl1at any government will in each s1_Jecific case al:Jrroach the 

question with great care, taking all the circumstances into accounte 

liTherefore ~ it appears that the formula of on-site inspection !Jy 

in'9'itation~ while not providing for such inspection on an obligatory 

basis~ nevertheless does not preclude the possiiJility of on~site 

ins~:;c=ction in specific cases. n (ibid., p.43 ) 

I must repeat once again, I am looking for points of agreement. The :~Jassages I 

have just quoted certainly do not bridge the ga) between the t1vo sides. T~-=-e;y do not 

bridge it, but do they bring us closer? I do not vJant to say anything :;rematurely 

which migb.t )rej udice the slightest drawing togetl<::r of the t11To sides.. But t.~:.e point 

which stri~es ~e is that those words seem to indicate that for the Soviet Union tbe 

possibili t3r of on-site inspe·ction in concrete cases would not necessarily constitute 

an unacce:)ta~Jle risk to the security of the Soviet Union. If that is the case j then 

perhaps -v:e are on the trail of something. I re~:Jeat, I would not want to s:~Joil the 

lJossibili ty of folloHing V.) this trail. But I must point out that there are still 

difficulties to overcome. 

In tl--:.a first place .1 I would recall a statement nade ty lv~. Tsarapkin a.t the 

sixtieth mee·ting of the Conference on the DiscontinUtl.Ilce of nuclear Weapon 'i'ests on 

23 February 1959. Yli'. Tsarapkin, S)eaking for tha Soviet Union~ said~ 
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nrr any State were to take the step of vio~ating ~he treaty and to start_ 

a series of nuclear explosions 3 -such a State vrould of course never alloi:J 

any insj}ection team to enter its territoryo 1i (GEN/DNT/PV~60, p~l6)-

That is the voice of co~~on sense 3 and to maintain the 09posite is obviousl3r 

artificial and incorrect. Therefore 3 to leave to tne home country the cDoice of 

-events to be inspected does not offer a solution, because a State would never invite 

if it had violated the treaty.. Secondly, any analysis of the ~Jroblem inevitably 

leads back to the question~ if a· State vrere to decline to issue an invitation for 

an on-site ins:._)ection when asked to do so by the commission 3 would that State be 

giving to tl1e commission tile full co-operation 1·Thich Mr. Kuznetsov has ~Jledged that 

the Sovi2t Union would give? If it vrere a treaty provision that refusal to invite 

an on-site inspection :vrhen asked to do so vmuld be a breach of the treaty~ t:1ereby 

releasing ether members from their obligations under the treaty, that would iJe one 

thingo Bu~ if there were no _such provision in the treaty3 then if a State declined 

to accer~t on~site inspection other States vmuld have to decide whather to denounce 

the treat3r without a breach of the treaty having been committGd. Because of this 

refusal and without knowing 9 owing to the refusal, whether an explosion had taken 

place or not$ they~ the other States, would have to take the onus of denov.ncing the 

treaty 9 &"1d that would be a very serious matter; they, and not the State vJhich had 

declined to accept on-site inspection.9 would have to take the onus. 

In this negotiation we must never give up. Let me take the importffi·rt ·Joint which 

it seems to me arises from IvJr. Kuanetsov1s intervention at our l2.st meeting, namely, 

that on~si te inspection in concrete cases would not constitute an unacce)tc.:Jle risk 

to the security of the Soviet Union.. Let me say once again that the basic difference 

between the two sides has already been narrowed do-vm at worst to finding a compromise 
., ' 

be-tween zero inspections e. year and a sliding scale of tw·-j ivE! to twenty.. He offer, 

and I re';eat the offer noH1 t-o come down from a sliding scale of from tvmlve to twenty 

if the Soviet Union vT:lll come up fror·l zero. In saying this I am doing lJuolicly, in 

this Cornmittee 1 what the representative of Brazil urged us to do at our last meeting 

(ENDC/PVo71; ).!5 ) J namely1 to negotiate and to offer compromise. That.9 in the view 

of my dele2,ation, is ho\·T the matter .~ · """-·_s 0 It is as simple as that. 
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It seems that we are about to conclude this most 

recent of perhaps too many rounds of discussion, rather than of action, on stopping 

nuclear testso What is the situation in which we approach the conclusion of this 

reconsideration? I have been much impressed by the words used by the representative 

among us who is most able to tell us what the situation is in terms of the realities 

posed by continued tcstingo I refer, of course, to General Burns, who has greater 

professional qualifications than any of us for telling the Committee the true nature 

and the true effects of nuclear testing at the present time. 

I want, thC'refore, to turn first to General Burns r statement at our meeting on 

15 August. He said~ 

"No objective observer can assert that the security of any State" 

-- I repeat., Uof any State" ncan be increased by prolonging what the 

representative of Sweden, Mi,s. MYrdal, sn aptly described as 
1 abominable rehea:':'sals 1 for nuclee:u: war. n (ENDC/PV "70, p .. 34) 

I submit to all my colleagues that this in fact is a warning, from one among us who 

is capable of administering such a caution, that it is untrue that the security of 

any State can be increased by prolonging this nabominable rehearsal" for nuclear war. 

That is the situation ,,.Thich conf:ronts us -- that we are carrying out and witnessing 

an abominable rehearsal for nuclear war. The words are almost too weighty to sink 

into us in their full mewing.9 but that is what we are doing and we should remember 

that, as Gensral Burns said, the continuation of testing cannot bring any increase 

of security to any Stateo 

I must say, with great respect, that it is surprising to hear every now and 

again, "Our security :::..c involved~ we must test .. n That statement is negatived not 

only by what General BQrns has said but, I submit, by the statements by the President 

of the United States and by the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet 

Union who have said cle3rly that in the continuing arms race, and the building up of 

nuclear weapons in particular, lies destruction and not security. We have been told 

that repeatedly 80 ;..re aro faced now, if I may submit this with respect, by a situation 

of confusion in which those States which tell us that their own security cannot be 

inc~eased by further testing co and teste That is certainly confusion and not 

refl.3o::tableness or ratioytalis.i::t .. We are saying this not as an accusation but to point 

out how dangerous is the situation in which we find ourselves~ that is why I said at 

the very beginning that it would have been better if we had already reached a st .:lEE' 

of action .. 
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Nevertheless, the delegation of India believes that this round of discussions 

has been most useful and fruitful. I think th~t the same view is implied in the 

statement which we have just heard f:::-om the re:presentative.of the Unitec Kingdom. 

He said that the gap between the two 2ides is narrOltJ ··~~~ it is not wide; and that is 

sometm_rig which has emerg-ed in this lact round o.f di::~cJ.:ssions l,.Jhich haG, therefo:ce, 

proved to be very useful. 

I should like to say, before· I e:nter upon the substantive part of my m.ni 

remarks, that the delegation of India is grate.fuJ_ to those countries vihich had their 

scientists come to Geneva; and we are grateful to the scientists who tried to 

enlighten the not necessarily very scientific recesses of our own brains. I must 

say, though, that certain questions, even of a technical cl:.[L'acte"t'? remain in our minds; 

but then this is an experimental field in 1-Jhich developmer::.:~c are taking place almost. 

continuously, and the ge:ieral direc-tion of those'deve1o:pments is what is important. 

I would submit that as a result of the talks we have had Fi'tll the various scientists 

who were here we found that the general direction is a re&ssuring one in to~ms of 

the agreement which 1.ve are seeking tc reach and which indeed I hope wa are now on 

the verge of reaching. 

I should like also to pay tribute to the leaders of the two main dGlegations -

if I may use that term. Mr. Dean, particularly:; has laboured very ha!'( vlith· us to 

enlighten us in somewhat the same terms as have his sciGntists and others .. ··~ We would 

like him to- know that 'we appreciate the point of v::.m·f o'!: his Government and his 

delegation and, par.ti~ularJy, their concGrn to obt.?~i..n a wo~kable 8l1d secure agreement 

as a result of negotiations. Equally;; vJe sre most grateful to 1-tr ~ Ku-:·~Det~ov whose 

statements have, I run sure we· would all ag::-ee, +.ake:n u_a fo:r111.!'d iri. unde:i:-standing the 

posit:ion ·of his Government and have also, I belisve_, taken us fo:-cw&rd towa:cds an 

agreement.. He too has assured us in terms that make his general approach not 

dissimilar to that of the other side.. 1:'1 this connexion I should like to draH 

attention· to a few words from his statement on l? :lugust.. Hr. Kuznetsov saj_d~ 

"I should like to emphasize that t.he Soviet Union is no less 

interested in the establishment of effective control over the cessatio:1 

of nuclear weapon tests than is the United States or any other country. 11 

{ENDC/PV .71·. Po 38) 

Those must be words which will be welcomed all aroQ~d this tqbleo 
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I think it would be advisable at this stage for me to try to explain how the 

delegation of India approached this matter when we joined with our colleagues in 

elaborating the eight-nation memorandum (ENDC/28)0 I am not, of course, speaking 

for the eight non-aligned States or for any of the others; I am speaking for the 

delegation of Indiao Because it is a consideration that intensifies the degree of 

our concern and impinges upon the effectiveness of our concepts, their practicality, 

adequacy, and necessity (ENDC/PVo?O, po24) ~-to borrow the very apt phrase used by 

our colleague, Mro Hassan -- I feel it is germane to stress that in pressing for a 

test ban we have not been thinking only of the nuclear Powers but also of ourselves, 

of our freedom from fallout, and of our freedom from the threat of the extension of 

this dread disease of testing to other States. Therefore, we have and have had our 

own interests very much in view in addressing ourselves to this matter; and the 

eight-nation memorandum must be regarded as directly and intrinsically realistic 

because it concerns and takes into accouDt our o'~n well~·being, our own need for an 

end to the cold war. And, indeed, in this respect our need is much more pressing 

than the needs of the nuclear Powers themselves. 

So I stress the point that the non-aligned countries are not presenting 

suggestions to others which concern only those others, in a situation wherein we 

non~·aligned countries should consider ourselves as mere spectators, or unaffected 

arbiters, cr people standing outside the arenao That is not at all the caseo Such 

a view of our approach would not measure more than a fraction of the amplitude of 

our concern. When we addressed ourselves to the search for a compromise we did so 

not just because we share membership of this Committee with States from the two sides. 

Nor did we do it merely because the General Assembly endorsed unanimously the 

composition of this Committee, and thereby invested all of us with a responsibility 

which we cannot, each one of us, but take with deep seriousnesso 

All those reasons are there, but do not convey adequately the truth -- that we 

felt ourselves directly involved in this matter because of the indubitable and 

unhappy fact that those who test are not able to confine to themselves the pollution 

resulting from their own actions. Our countries suffer, and will suffer, from it. 

Nor as yet is the fact covered that the example of the nuclear Powers of infringement 

of the right of peoples to keep clean the air which they breathe and infraction of 

international rights on the high seas and elsewhere must regrettably encourage other 

States to do likewise. 
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.. ,. .. Even more basically there is the consideration that results ~f. certain States 
,, -· . 

insist that their security. demands that they te~t nuclear weapons, though we 

ourselves believe that that is not the .case}' and .if they feel that they will be 

unfair to their peoples and to their friends if they do not develop and perfect 

what. a sad use of~ good word-- weapons capable of annihilating scor~s of millions 

of puman beings. In short, if certain governments assert the validity of that 

argument can they not see that.they are encouraging other countries to follow the 

path in favour of which they so strenuously develop their justifications? Surely 

what some countries assert to be necessary for their own security must be equally 

good for the security of other countrieso 

What is more, this activity of testing cannot but rouse ambition in other Stateso 

The Foreign Minister of an important country said recently in this very country of 

Swi~zerland that his country's scientists were developing nuclear energy so ,tpat they 

should soon have nuclear weapons; and he said that if his country.did not do that 

it would be regarded as contemptible by other countries. 

It is in the awareness of all these complex and ever-growing, ever-threati.ng 

factors, which are of direct concern to all of us, that the eight nations drew up 

their suggestions. In short, we drew up suggestions.not to condone but to end--

and to assure the end of -- nuclear testso Let this be very clearo We cannot think 

in terms of, nor therefore_can we suggest, an ~greement which could not deal with this 

matter effectively. So I would submit that the eight-nation memorandum was drawn up 

with a vie111 to finding a realistic solution to the question and ·putting down the 

terms of adequate control and verificationo In doing that we interposed a high 

level internati~nal scientific commission between the tensions of the two. sides and 

endowed it with an important role involving a series of international determinations 

in connexion with a suspicious.and significant event, culminating at one stage in 

consultations which would extend to the question of on~site verification, and then 

again going bac~ to the comrnissionrs .own task,. as an international body, of reporting 

on all the circumstances of each case and making known its assessment of the event 

concernedo 

It has sometime~ been .suggested that. the memorandum of the eight nations was 

unclear and need~d interpretation. The delegation of India is glad to note tha~ 

the view that the memorandum might be unclear -- a view to which, incidentally, we 
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have never ~ubscribed, and one which is not supported by the authoritative statement 

on behalf of the eight countries to the effect that, of course, the picture had to 

be filled in by detailed negotiations ·~- has lost ground. He feel this because 

during the last week, in the course of our most recent reconsideration of the 

situ~tion, strong support for the memorandum has been advanced from all sides of this 

Committee, When delegations support the memorandum they can only do so being clear 

in their own minds about what they are supporting. We can all substantiate for 

ourselves this statement of wide support, and I therefore will not cite all the 

relevant remarks which have been made by our colleagues here. But, lest my statement 

should lose force, I will, without I hope giving the impression of being invidious, 

draw attention to a few of the views which have been expressed by delegations round 

this table. 

First I would turn to the statement of the representative of Brazil. He has 

twice in the course of this last week mad9 statements, and on both occasions has 

touched on the eight-nation memorandum. He said, quoting from a note issued by his 

Government~ 

tt'The Government of Brazil hopes that mutual concessions on the 

part of the nuclear Powers will permit them to reach an agreement on 

the modality of control envisaged in the eight~nation joint memorandum 

of 16 April 1962, of which Brazil is one of the co-sponsors .. '" 

(ENDC/PV.?l, pol4) 

I should like to draw attention also to a remark. made by the representative of 

Poland. Mr. Lachs said~ 

uue ought to thank the members of the eight delegations for their 

unceasing efforts and for their really painstaking worko He should 

tell them how much we have appreciated and how highly we value their 

constructive contribution in this field, for the document which they 

have produced is indeed an excellent outline for an agreement .. " 

(ENDC/PV.?O, r.5) 

Then I should like to refer to the statement at the same meeting by our colleague, 

the representative of the United Arab Republic, Mr .. Hassan, which also brings in 

certain views of the representative of the United States. Mr .. Hassan said; 
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l 

n~re have taken note of :Mro Dean 1 s remarks at the Sub~-Committee meeting, 

and of the remarks he made ·yesterday to the effect that the United 

States endeavour has produced a number of technical conclusions which 

bear 1 on the efforts of the United States to respond to the eight-

nation initiative to achieve a workable comprehensive test ban treaty 

We sincerely hope.that the nuclear Powers will find their way to such 

0 0 • • 

an agreement on the basis of the joint memorandumo" (ibido, po21) 

I wish to come to another statement to which the delegation of India attaches very 

great significance, cmd that is tho statement by our colleague, the representative 

of Canada, which was also made on 15 Auguste General Burns was talking of the view 

of his Government and he was referring to the position set· out by the Secretary of 

State for External Affairs of Canada on behalf of the Canadian·Government: and this 

is what he saidg 
11Mro Green pointed out that the proposal in the eight-Power memorandum 

for an improVed system of national detection stations combined.with the 

establishment of an international centre to collect and analyse the 

data received from those stations should provide an adequate technical 

basis for an agreement acceptable to both sideso "- (ibid. 2 p.35) 

In that ·statement, Mro Burns summarized the view expressed here on 24·July by the 

Secretary of State for External Affairs of Cenada. He went on to say~ 

"The Canadian delegation finds it encouraging that, inbroad· 

terms, the results of the intensive research which twc.. of the 

nuclear Powers have been carrying out in the field of detection and 

identification of nuclear explosions appears to bear out that assessmentG" 

(~.) 

Here he is referring to the .. assessment ··or the Canadian Government regarding the 

eight-nation memorandtun.o That is what is borne out by the· research which one side 

has just been conducting. 

Those are very important statements from all around .this Committee, indicating 

how clear and how widespread is the support for the eight-nation memorandum. Indeed, 
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today in his statement the representative of the United Kingdom based his remarks 7 

I believe, mainly on the eight-nation memorandum. 

one memorandumo 

We are still discussing just that 

I do not wish to refer here to the statements of the representatives of the 

United States and of the Soviet Union on the .memorvndum, because they are well known 

to us, but I should like to remind this Comraittee that the only common basis which 

those two delegations -- and, indeed, tP~ other nuclear Powers -- have at present 

for an agreement on this pressing issue is the eight-nation memorandum and none 

other. 

What follows from this widespread and universal support for the memorandum? 

What follows is the inevitability of progress towards a solution -- indeed, of a 

solution itselfo Is this statement borne out by the facts? I submit that that 

is precisely the case; that the elements of a solution now exist has been admitted. 

Is that not clear from what, again, l~n H~ss~ said? I am choosing a composite 

part of his statement because in that way we get the views of two delegations. 

This is what he said~ 

it is the opinion of the Government of the United Arab Republic 

that there is no lack of bases for an honourable and secure settlement. 

My delegation cannot but agree with the words of the representative of 

the United Kingdom when he said yesterday~ 
1 ooo the elements of an agreement on a nuclear test ban 

treaty do now exist if there is the will on both sides to 

achieve it., I affirm my faith that those principles, those 

possibilities, those elements do exist, and I should like to 

try to generate hope in this Committee ' (ibid., p.27)n 

I should like to draw attention also to Mro Cavalletti 1s statement made on 

the same day, in which he said; 

"Our side has therefore kept its word e..nd has worked on the basis 

of the memorandum to give practical effect to this in letter and 

spirit" 1~e are ready to continue this work with others, flexibly 

and sympathetically, contributing our expertst help and our findings"" 

{ibid., pol9) 
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But I would submit that there is even more concrete evidence of progress than what 

is contained in these valuable general statements. Permit me to sift the relevant 

positions of the two sides in order to show how this is the case. When our 

colleague, Mr. Dean, opened the present round of discussions on 14 August, he closed 

his helpful statement by summarizing and then re-stating the t11o basic differences~ 
11 ••• the t1-1o basic differences which today prevent the signing of an agreement to 

end all our nuclear trJeapons tests in all environments for all time. 11 (ENDC/PV .69, p.20) 

Before I come to analyse the question of the twc basic differences, I should 

like to make one submission to Mro Dean -~ and to all members of this Committee, if 

I may say so for our general consideratione I~. Dean, in the last words of the 

statement which I have read out, closed with· the words "for all time.n That is, 

he is in search of a test ban treaty agreement which would be valid for all time. 

We welcome the spirit behind that kind of search, but we would submit that that is 

not what is required at this juncture. We are carrying out our work here in the 

context of trying to reach an agreement on general and complete disarmament. As 

soon as that agreement comes into being we shall have inspection in all countries on 

an increasing basis and various other arrangements will exist which will supersede, 

in a large measure, any test ban exrangements which we now arrive at. Therefore, 

at least to begin with, for the present, it will be adequate -- Mr .. Hassan talked 

about what was adequate and necessary -- if we look at this problem in the terms of 

the next fell yearso By then, we must reach agreement, I would submit, on general 

and complete disarmament. If we do not, that will be an appalling situation and 

we Shall of course have to look at the whole problem again .. 

Our problem is not to find a system which has the qualities of eternal e.ndurance1 

we are not thinking in terms of eternity, we should confine ourselves to the practical 

issue of setting tip arrangements which we can _?-ccept for the next ~ew yeqrs" That 

is the important mattero It is a very important practical consideration, and 

therefore I stress it. 

I shall return nov! to the two basic differences which prevent agreement at this 

juncture. What is the first of these two basic differences? Let us look at the 

verbatim record of the meeting on 14 August and see how Mro Dean himself stated the 

first of those two basic differences .. He said~ 

. " 
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"To su.rn.marize; it is our view that any system. 11ill be able to identify 

some events 2.s earthquakes~ there will be others the:t it will not he able 

to icientify eithJr as earthquakes or as nuclee.r explosions." 

(ENDC/PV.69, ·o .. l2) 

Then he 1-rent on in the next pare.graph ~ 

"The present lJosition of the Soviet Union eppears to be that distant 

seismic stations can in all cases both det Jet and icenJ~ify the ncbure 

of ct seismic evonte n (ibig.) 

There we have the difference stated .. The United s·cates Sf::ys, "He, not all 

cases. n The Soviet Union, accordin£ to IYir.. Dean 1 s state~·M:m-G, says that in r.ll 

cases it thinks detection is possi~le.-

NovJ let us see 11here our discussions of the past wee~: hcve led us in this 

matter and whether they have contri~Juted to moving nearer on this point.. I would 

submit that the relevcmt statement to irJhich He should no1·I turn is to be found on 

:e_nge 77 of the English· prol[_is:honnl verbatim record (GNDC,/pV. ?1 'f in the statement by 

Mr. Kuznetsov. He said~ 

!TThis conclusion is confirraed by a wealth of material coming from national 

stations, which shows that the existing national systams have fulfilled 

successfully the task of detecting practically all nuclear weapon tests 

which have so far been carried out by the Soviet Union.? the United States, 

the United Kingdom and Frenceo" 

He said, not 11 all 11 , but "practically a11n, nuclear weapon tests.. Later 

l"lr. Kuznetsov referred to certain other statements. He said that the statements 

which ·VJere made by Hr. fu-ishna Henan and IVJ.rs.. Ivlyrd&l ~ 

"confirm our conclusion that the existing national detection meru1s satisfy 

all practical requirements for the verification of coinpliance" (ibid., , p. 78-80 )~. 

He said, 11 all practical requirem.ents". He c~id not say trall· requirements". 

I 'L-Jish to cravJ ottention to those statements, for do they not clenrl:;- establish 

at least a basis for fruitful negotiations to bridge the ,asitions of the two sides? 

Does lv.il .... Dean 1 s firs·c basic difference subsist? I do not have to ans',Jer.. · I have 

quoted from the statements of both sides. I uould submit that we he.ve reached a 

point vrhere at least this particular issue is negotiable and that this is no longer a 

basic difference. 

*See final version P• 391 of ENDC/PV.71. 
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"What is the second basic differsnce? for there is orJy one other basic 

difference which ·Mr.· Dean··sa.ys is keeping us from agreement. TherE:i again we must 

turn to his comprehensive ·statement of 14 August. As shown in. the verbatim record:~ 

this is how HrG Dean surnmarized the second difference: 
11 Secondly, we have a difference about acc8pting the obligation to 

facilitate an Jl~·-s:i.te inspection if one is called for under the treaty. n 

(END.QL~.z...._P "21) 

There are three thcughts in that brief sentence. Therefore it is a complex and 

important sen-Le~0e ,, Hr •. Dean, in. talking about this difference, mentions the 

oblige:. tion_, which is a very· i:nportant factor. Then he sent ions 11 to facilitate n, 

which !s an active concept -- that is, to take certain action arising out of the 

obligation., Thirdly, he speaks of the.result of this action: namely} on-site 

inspection itself" I propose· that \;Je examine all three of these concepts and 

see to what oxtent theJ'e is a. basic major difference. 

Now I should llke to make a few cormnents on the question of obligation in 

terms of the eight-nation memorandQm. In this kind of issue~ which is an 

internatioP..al issue &.nd not a municipal one 7 would it not be agreed that one 

cannot create obligations so much by legal phrases as by creating a situation in 

which there exists and increasingly emerges an·active sense of mutual international 

duty? The concept of duty is funda.mental to the whole meaning of :1obligation11 , 

and in this sort of arrangement what we must do, I submitJ is create an active 

sense of mutual international dutye That is what. an agreement must do -·· not by 

finding.a few legal phrases~· I do not want to run down legal phrases~ There 

are many legal phrases in the world which are very valueble; and, heaven knows, 

if we can put in here·le6al phrases which every sice w~ll &ccept; of course we 

should put them in~ In any case, i~. Dean:is a distinguished lawyer, and I do 

not want to cause him any pain by any remarks about legal phrases~ I have much 

respect for his own phrases~ ~any of which are legal, when.he talks to us.in this· 

Co~~ittee~ But 7 in all seriousness, in this sort of situ~tion, are we not looking 

for the creation of a sense of mutual international duty? Is that not the kind 

of ob~igation we have in ,nind? 

In the frequent analyses which have been made of our memorandlli~ there has· 

naturally been a tendency to focud on each separate concept or suggestion oontained 

in it. Ho~riever, in that l..Jay inevitably the balance of the document as a whole 

has too often been overlooked.~ and 3omowhut incorrec:t conclusions have been 

drawn~ In particular, it has not been seen clearly enough that the high level 
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scientific international commission which we suggest be created will develop 

elements of confidence and trust between the two sides and will take it upon 

itself to act as a catalyst to promote the spirit of mutual obligation and mutual 

international duty. 

I was gla.d indeed to see lWr. Kuznetsov' s words as reported in the verbatim 

record of the meeting on 17 August, beginning with: 11 the memorandum proposes a 

substantial measure of an international nature ••• 11 ( E~mc/PV. 71, p. 41 ) • To save 

time I shall refrain fro~ reading the rest of that passage, but I think that he 

did see, in & illeasure at least, the role of this important international body which 

is suggested in the eight nB.tion memorandum. As this commission which we propose 

functions and gains the confidence of the two sides it will stimulate their sense 

of mutual duty, or obligation. It will be responsible, in p&rticular, for making 

clear to any country concerned what the consequences ~nay be of refusal to give the 

com.LTiission the maximu.:-n co-operation in arriving c;.t its assessment of the nature of 

a significant event, a co-oper&tion that is meticulously enjoined upon each party 

to the treaty by the terms of our memorandlli~. 

I suggest that the carefully ouilt up balance of the memorandrun must be viewed 

as a whole and that if that is done there will be seen in high relief the 

built-in obligations which it contains and which, in the practical working out of 

a scheme based on the memorandum, must succeed in providing the assurance that all 

of us require -- the assurance that the ban on tests will be fully observed. 

That leads me to &n interrelated question which was not illentioned directly 

by Mr. Dean when he spoke of the two basic differences but which I feel I can say 

that he perhaps had in mind, and that is the question of deterrence which has 

been stressed by the United States delegation and by other (.J. stern delegations at 

various times. I believe that I am correct in thinking that in their view the 

main factor of deterrence would be that 2. potenti2.l viola tor would not know which 

event would be picked up for inspection. I believe that to be the basic position 

of the Western side. Let us see if that can be borne out. This is what Y~. Dean 

said: 
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11 the ::najor det.errent to a series of tests" 

(~vir. I.all, In.Qll) 

and may I parenthetically draw Mr. Dean 1 s attention to the phrase I! series of 

tests11 ; I think he will know I do this because he has argued at length that 

a series of tests would not be necessary 

"the major deterrent to & series of tests comes from the fact that a 

potential violator does not know which one Tiight be certified by the 

comrn.ission as eligible for an on-site inspection~ 11 (ID:illC/Py. 71, p ~ :22_) 

So that indeed is a point that the United States delegation has in mind, and we 

appreciate thcit point; J..t is £~ substantial point, an important point. 

But is that same eler:1ent of surprise in deterrence not present in the 

memorandum? Let us see, First, who would decide -vrhen an event was suspicious 

and significant? hiould the pe..rties to the treaty decide? No, the international 

colnmission wou1d decide -- none other than the international commissiono Secondly, 

who would decide which of the suspicious events called for further clarification? 

Would any of the countries concerned decide? No; ~gain, the international 

commission would decide·' Thirdly, who would virtually decide whether there 

should be consultations between the count17 concerned end the co~~ission? Again, 

the international commission would decide~ Fourthly, who would make it clear that 

in a particular .case the nature of the event cou!-d not b.e clarified without a 

visit by the cmnmission? hTould the country concerned do that? No; again, the 

international commission would 7 and then the country would have to ~ake its 

decision whether or not it would co-operate, 

So the ele~nent of international determination plays a major ._rple in the 

memorandw~ and it acts as a surprise each time to the country concerned -- each 

time; not once, as h9.s been suggested by ~"Tr. Dean, but each time.. There is a 

series of surprises -·- surprises not of any sinister character but arising out of 

the dispassionate, high-level, respected work of an international co~~ission of 

scientists. I would submit that the scheme of the memorandum provides for plenty. 

of deterrence, and of the kind of which we have heardo So although that point 

was not :nentioned by l'ir ~ Dean in his two basic difference~ I believe it too is 

covered by the memorandum~ 
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I should like now to turn briefly to the two remaining concepts in J~1r. Dean 1 s 

description of the second basic difference between the two sides. I have dealt 

with one concept, that of obligation, and I have dealt &lso with the deterrence 

which arises fro?n it. I now co~e to the concept of facilitating. In that 

connexion it is relevant that we should look at a very important statement which 

was made by our colleague Mr. Lachs of Poland. Mr. Laohs quoted what Mr. Zorin 

had said on 9 ~~~Jay to the effect that in certain cases it would be possible for 

the Soviet Union to invite the internation~l commission; then ~~. Lachs said: 

"The Soviet Union, then, is prepared to invite inspection. Thus 

the suggestion made in the eight Power me:norandu.'!l. has been s.ccepted. 

What more could the Soviet Union have done? The ~emorandum speaks 

of invitation. The Soviet Union says, 'Ue shall invite'. 11 Q2NDC/PV. 70, p .13) 

Now I say to you, Mr. Chairman, &nd through you to the delegation of the 

United States and all those delegations associated with it, if that is not 

facilitating -- the concept which is contained in the second basic difference 

what is facilitating? 1~Jhat could be more fB.cilitating than that? v.Jhat could 

be more a facility afforded by the Soviet Union than that in the context of the 

memorandwn, in its totality, including the international co~nission, in the 

series of determinations which the international commission would make, and which 

the Soviet Union would not make, the United States would not make? Surely, then, 

no difference regarding f~1.cili ta ting exists in any substantie.l ~ueasure. 

Now we C(me to the last of the three concepts in the second basic difference 

which Mr. Dean had in 1'1ind, and that is the effect, the result, of on-site 

inspections. In that connexion I should like to draw attention to the Soviet 

representative's statement of 17 August and particularly that part of it which 

appe&rs on page 42 of the verbatim record and which I believe our United Kingdom 

colleague also mentioned. I must re~d out certain parts of that statement. 

Mr. Kuznetsov said that when the State concerned was considering what it should do 

in a given case which had been brought to its notice and which it was discussing 

with the international co~~ission, which felt it should visit the site: 
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11 It would have to take into account the fact that~ if it did not 

invite the commission~ then~ as is stipulated in the memor~dum of the 

non-aligned States, 1the international co~mission would inform the 

parties to the treaty of all the circumstances of the case'o 11 

(ENDC/PV~712 p~ 42) 

I will stop the ·quotation there and, if I may say so, I think we can all agree that 

1~. Kuznetsov )Ut his finger precisely on the point -- that all the circurnstances of 

the case \vollld, in that event, be stated by the international commission. 

Mr. Kuznetsov went on~ 

i 1In ot~1cr words, tl:.e · i1.Uclear Power concerned would know that highly 

qualified scientists, members of the international commission, would 

inform all States and the public of the whole world that the nuclear 

Power in whose territory had occurred some unexplained event, had 

refused to invite the commiss.iori to make clear the nature of the 

evento 11 (ibid.) 

That is the end of that quotation, but Mr. Kuznetsov went on to say a little later~ 

no , • the nuclear Power concerned would have to weigh up 1trhat other 

States would think and how world public opinion would react to the 

specific case -- vJhether the world at large would understand its 

refusal to invite the commission in that })articular instance." (ibid.) 

Mr. Kuznetsov then concluded; 

Hin the light of all these considerations .9 is it lJossible to come 

to the con.clusion that the nuclear Powers will al.ways refuse to invite 

the commission to visit their territory? Of course~ it is impossible 

to come to such a conclusion. 11 (ibid ... 12· 43) 

That is 1<1hat l'Ir.. Kuznetsov said that we cannot conclude that a State vmuld always 

adopt a negative attitude., .And he went on to say~ 11 it would be quite unjustified." 

Does that not mean that there would be on-site visits? It-means nothing else? it 

means that there would be on-site visits, provided of course that the international 

commission ptl.t its case and said it could not clear an event -unless ther.e Here an 

on-site visit.. ·That is \That it means. 

So I submit that, on all the three factors contributing to the second basic 

difference 3 there is not really a basic difference at all between the two sides. 

Mr. Dean has put to us two basic differences" He said that just those two basic 

differences and no others prevent the signature of an agreementu Now.9 members 

of the Committee have all heard this summary ·--· it is nothing more, I am not being 
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( Mr • 13.11 , Indi.::-c) 

original -- of the views of the two sides. Do those b~sic differences remain? 

One can only conclude, therefore ns I w.::":s saying .':t. little earlier, that there has 

been much more progress than just general progress towards our reaching a solution. 

If those basic differences do not remain, then I would submit to the United States 

representative that the reasons for not signing an agree:nent do not exist. That 

is the position, and I do not see hovr one can get around those facts. They are not 

inventions, they are facts on the record for all to see~ Of course, one c~n say 

that the language used is different. That is true. Some of the thoughts used 

are also different. But in substance the two sides &re now ve~J close together. 

I submit that both sides, the United States representative, ~·1r. Dean, and the 

Soviet representative, ttr. Kuznetsov, have said here -- I will not quote again in 

order to save ti.ne _,_ the..t they wish to :nove this ~nDtter along, that they wish to 

negotiate 9.nd to find e.greement. .'11r. Dean has said that the United States position 

is not a fixed position, that is has move~ent in it. }lJr. Kuznetsov has said tha.t 

the Soviet Union wants to find agreement on any :nutuJ.lly !3.cceptabls basis. Surely, 

then, we are on the verge of agree~ent. 

Of course, ~nany practical details remain to be 1"orked out and a few planks 

remain to be found to build the bridges which will give us .s.n .l.greement, but ag&in 

I should like to refer to the rer!ls.rk of our United Kingdo"'Il colleague that the gap 

between the two sides is narrow. Therefore, the planks to be found are very few~ 

Perhaps one plank would do, as I h&ve shown. The two basic differences which 

Ar. Dean pointed out do not exist, I submit, in s,ny bssic form• they ~-3.y exist in 

some tenuous form. They mat exist to the extent of foUl~ fingers or one banda If 

one is measuring horsos, four and 8. half inches, I believe, is one hand. 

is that sort of difference that exists,' just about that. 

\~ell, it 

In view of these circQmstances, at this juncture I am going to make a formal 

proposal on behalf of the delegation of Indi&. l1Y proposel is that the next step 

should be that we in this Co~mittee ~ake use of the new institution which we have 

set up, the purpose of which t<TR.s by no means restricted to procedural matters but 

was conceived as the inner~ost circle of serious and hopefully fruitful 

negotiations. I speak of the institution of the two co-Chairmen. I now suggest 

that we request our co-Cheirmen to get together i~~edi~tely and to take fully into 

eccount this last round of discussions in our Co~uittee, to look closely at this 

matter again in the light cf the eight-nation :nemor&ndu:n e,nd the further thinking 

of all around the table with regard to the w~y in which that memorandu~ aun be 
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implemented, H'e wot11d. r:e0_uest the co"·Cha:irmen to wo:.:·k out 1:3t1·reen themselves the 

practical ste~s which shoulrl :.'lo~v-r be l:laken~ He freely aclmi t that they e~re )ractical 

stsps to be taK:en. e.r1d WR should get~ d_o\.Jrr to p1·actical steps, as t~1e United Kingdom 

rerJr3sentative S9.icl t·J,lD,Y c Let Uf, set dovrn to these pract:!_cal s-teps~ Let us not at 

the momant ask for anoth~~r meet in~ of the -Sub-Comrni ttee; useful as its meetiEgs have 

beeno Let the i nnern1ost ci:rcls• of o,1r Committee, namely~ the tHo co-Chairmen, get 

~og(-;ther e.nd take ti1u~;o -J.~_,:::cn3c.~~or:s into accolL.J.-1:. ~ Tl:'-1e bridg3 i;-~ noi·! visible; they 

will fi;J.d the rem&ining )Jankn ~ Let theru. gcJ into c~etails il! deJ:')th, c:.s tb:e United 

State::3 ::."e1:resenta;civ2 S£Lj_c1 :i.n ~J.not~:.·,_p co:.1·t>sxt .· Let h.!un :.oo1::: in.!~-o th~.s 5.n depth with· 

hif' co1J eegt.:1_e j th-:; ... cp:~·n~J ~~rJ ta:l:i~< e oi tl:-o.8 So~.;-:_ e L Un::..on ·w·hu ~ ~ submit 1 .i1as made· very 

co:rstructi ve statei;lPilts he:.."' a in th3 r·ecent pas-c Q hy pr-opos ;J..l L: ·Ghat the t·v.ro 

co-Chairmen ge·:~ tog·3ther :.?:rd rr,e..ke a report to thi3 Comrd_ttec on the prar!tica:i steps 

where required and sugges-t vj:-·.8:0:~.J ,.;;::J gG fro;:c D.o'i.lo I l~CJ8 -::· :.;y ~~ri::L do tha-i::. urgently 

a:.1d vJ-8 t:cus·C. ths:t t.he r·e!'o:•-t \IiJ.J. ;_-,,s CJfl.e. ~ ... ,:1~ .. :.h '·Jj_ ~J. hl':tng ,J.s to 01JX' goal of the ending 

of all nuclear \lreapun -Lest.s. 

~·ir ~~J;JJZ:[&1§Q~~ ( U_:ion of Soviet Soc:.a1ist Republics) C~l·_~.l1§.1?-tion from 

lv]r ~ ChairrrE..J::.;; I ·:;hou i_ii like fL: s t of all to asoociate 1ryself Hi-th the 

,_,rcrds you hav-3 addressed. tcday to th7-3 DeplrLy }1'3_niste::- 0f F'orei.gn .-i.ffairs of Poland, 

Hr. Nas zkouski, who hE;S retu:.'aec1 to our CoDmi t-G':3e in order· to lead. the Polish 

delega-ti or.." I a1so \\[iah to associate myse:f \·;i th the Ho~:·ds you hH.V8 ddciressecl to 

r:Ir" Edberg, -who has o.rri-:·ed to lec.rl tb.e _s, . .rAd:Lsh delegation., 

The Sov:l et deJ.e,3a. tioE L2.:::; li ::;~ened w-i.:Gh gre&t ·in1:ersst b·o· ·~l_,,:: s~at ement by 

Hr...> Lall.:~ the r8p:ress1~-::st5.'.T(; c·f Indj_f-L vh shar;_ .study his statSlnunt most carefully 

;.,,"i th the firm inteJ:<.tic:;,l ,)f dcirtg ev.sr;yi--h~-H~ possible on ·our paxt in order to reach 

.And novJ I should like ~:o sa.y a fe-~>1 \.fords in ~.annexion • . .Jit~·l the fr·tc"G the.t we are 

coming to the end af oru· ~PbJto~ 

The extensivE-: dqlx_·:_;c. ::i_n C;Ur Co:;:r.cni·l.;tae on the probleu of th(i cc.ssatior.. of nuclear 

respective positionc o_-~ "tl1,:;; s::_dc.~ ~--· _._-; t(5 t~ •. r:::..f.-rste::.1d bflttor tbe tr1:t: co.,~ses prevent~_::lg 

the solution· of this c:·:-uc~~-31- ~JrJblEr .. c 
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(:.>1r. Kuznetsov, USSR) 

The Committee h&s before it the proposals of the Soviet Union, those of the 

United States, and those of the eight non-aligned Statesft 

Now that we have he.d .s. detailed exchange of views on the proposals that 

have been submitted, it is the duty of the me~nbers of the Coi."1Illi ttee tc try to 

select from this wealth of ma terie.l the.t \.Jhich coulcl really serve as e. basis for 

B.n 1J.gree~nent to put an end for '311 ti1ne to every kind of experL:J.ent::;.l nuclear 

weapon test. 

All the peoples of the world expect ~n i~~edi~te solution to this urgent 

problem. They will be disz:;.1Jpointed if the Cormni ttee fails to get things moving 

&nd to break the deadlock in the negotiations. 

To what extent are the proposals before the Gom~ittee conducive to the 

fulfilment of its task? 

As I do not intend torepeat what has been said by my delegation regarding 

the United States proposals in the course of .Previous discussions, I should like 

to state briefly that these proposals can:1ot serve as r" basis for agreement 

for the re~sons which the Soviet delegation and so~e other delegations have set 

forth in detail in the course of our debate on the question of ending nuclear 

weapon tests. 

I should also like to stress that the Soviet proposals of 28 Nove~ber 1961 

(ENDC/11) were prompted by a sincere desire to solve the problem of the cessation 

of tests, taking into s.ccount the c.chieve1nents of science u.nd technolot:y in the 

detection of nuclear explosions and the &ctual situation existing in the world. 

They are aimed ~t ensuring reliable control over ~n agreement through the use of 

nationt:•l means of detection, so th-:1t no State should find itself in .s. privileged 

position. At the same ti'.ne, they offer sB.feguards against the use of control 

for purposes which have nothjng to do with control over the cess~tion of tests. 

These proposals answer to the fullest extent the ~urpose set before the Co~~ittee 

and the Soviet Govern.nent would .!?refer to co:ne to J.D ~:~.gree:nent with the T,\restern 

Powers on this basis. 

Unfortunately, however, the 1~.~estern Powers are stubbornly refusing to reach 

an agreement on the basis of these propos&.ls. 

vJhere is the way out from this si tu::c tion? The Soviet Government considers 

that in the existing circ~jstances the way to brea£ the deadlock c&n now be found 
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(~ir o Kuznetsov USSR) 
--· ;r_-

on the basis oi' the corrnromise ~;;roposals suomi tted 'rJy the eight lWH-aligned Stat as in 

their joint memorandum of 16 .April .. 

The re)resentatives of tl;.e eight non-aligned States have done a good deal of 

work in )re~;aring this memorandum and vJe should ~.1e grateful to -Gl1emo In our opinion, 

the l:lro~Josals contained in the memorandum are based a.n recognition of tl1e )rincil)le 

that no sys·~en of control sh.ould preJudice the security of a11yone, nor s~1ov.ld it give 

rise to ru1~' sus_.~icion ::.~·: 1::~.e :Jart of the States concerned t.~1at control ma:' ':e used 

for other -~urJoses G Al t~-::cugh the recommendations cf the memorandwn do not i'ully 

coincide ~:.ri-~l~ t:1e :.:;ro~:JOSEJ_s submitted iJy the Soviet Union 5 nevertheless, ·Jeing guided 

by a sincerco desire to ~-·ut an end to nuclear "'ea<Jon tests as quickly as iJossible, the 

Soviet Union ~as deemed it possiQle to agree to conduct negotiations on the oasis of 

these 1Jro~'Josals o 

The solution of the :~Jro blem of pro hi biting nuclear tests brooks no further delay. 

We have already wasted a lot of time on fruitless controversies and bickerings. We 

must make fresh efforts in order to achieve positive results in the short time that 

is left to us before the seventeentn session of the United Nations Gener~l Assembly& 

The Committee would be failing in its duty if it missed any opportunity to reach 

agreement to Jut an end for a11 time to all tJTY:";es of nuclear tests. In our opinion, 

we have such an opportunityo It is the proposals of the eight States members of the 

Committee as set forth in their memorandum of 16 April 1962~ 

I itrish to state once again that the Soviet Union is pre~Jared here ai-'ld now, 

without uasting another day; to set about drafting a treaty on the cessation of 

nuclear tests on the basis of this memorru1dum? provided~ of course, that the other 

side is also prepared to do· soo He appeal to tte United States delegation to accept 

as the basis for agreement the proposals of tte eight non-aligned States. 

In t~1at case we could speedily achieve the solution of tiJ.e ::~roblem of the 

cessation of all ty~)es of nuclear wea.lJon tests~ It is now up to the United States o 
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l11!'., TARAB.ANOV (Bulgaria) ( tr~nslation.....fi.'2!!L:[~I:!.) ~ I -vrish to thank our 

United Kingdom colleague for finding it possible to express his satisfaction with my 

intervention of 17 August (ENDC/PV o?l,pp<-5'"13) $ a'Yld to admit that the Bulgarian 

delegation had noted certain chhnges in the United Kingdom position. In his 

statements, however:; he tri8d to sho1v that the United Kingdom })OSition resembled the 

common \.1estern poui tion!t so ao to escape from his difficulty and argue at the same 

time that the TtrJestern position had changed., I d'J not.? of course, wish to speak for 

long on this point -- especially after the speech of' the Indian representative, who 

called 0£1 the co-Chairmen to ge·G tor;ethe.r 1:o find the way of smoothing out our 

difficulties and reaching an ag.roe:rr_a:1t L~·-, L ut I should like to clear this matter up o 

In our recent sp8ech ( ibicL 1 p. 12) 1,..re ex'Jreo sed our astonishment ti1at the United 

Kingdom re~;resentative should now preGen"G ·.). nuclear test ban as a disarmament measure 

simply because this sui ted his eas;:~ ~ Should we conclude that i..Jhat the United Kingdom 

represente.tive said in 1957 did 11ot exprest:' tt.e opin.Lon of the United Kingdom 

Govet'runent? Or has their opinion .so :fa~:- cl10.nged th&t the United Kingdom Government 

can now regard a nuclear test ban ~s a dir.9rmsment measure? Are the views put forward 

by the United ~Zingdom reyres8:1tati·:re at .!~[w TJni tecl Nations General Assembly in 1957 

no longer valid for the United Kingdom representative at the )!'esent Conference? 

In 1957 the United Kingdom r3prosen"Ga.tive said~ 

HI 1)elieve that all States are now agreed that in fact the suspension 

of tests is aot j tself a ~easuJ.·e of cii&arma:tnecn.t 0 • • it is a fact that 

r..;e have been pointing out fo:- me.ny months past o The suopension of 

tests ca.nnot halt a race in nuclear armaments.'~~ (A/C • ."/PVo8692 Pol6) 

Later in his Sl)eech on nuclear tests he sa~_d ~ 

1;It does not by a.11y means follo~.r 9 to my mind, that the execution of 

this measure tmconnected with c:·l.oarmqmel1t --· s. lL_C'clS'.l!'t: w~1icl1 could well 

have an adveJ."Se 11 -~ he did indeed s~y iiadvArse ;: --- !!effect on world 

security .,.~. would be likely to promote agreement on real G.isarmarn.ent c 

In any case:. my Government is not ~Jrep:r.'ed to gambJ.G on this a 
11 

(~~J-8) 

Above all~ I was emphasizing tha.t the ·united Kingdom has cha.11ged its position in now 

regarding cessation of nuclear tests 8.8 a disarmament measure. In 1957 the United 

Kingdom dele§;ation would not ~la7e .~~,-::rc:..:d 'tri·i:h a statemer1t like that of the present 

United Kingdom repres8ntative. 
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(Mr.. Tarabap~'L.i Bulgaria) 

I should like to say also that in all the discussions that have taken 1)lace the 

delegations have not in general regarded cessation of tests as a disarmament measure~ 

It is a meas-u.:ee connected with disarmament; it is related to disarmament; it coul~., 

I must again stress, fa.cili tate disarmament.. Bt1..t it is not i!l itself a disarmament 

measure" 'v-Jhy has the United Kingdom representative changed l:.is attitude and said 

that cessation of nuclear tests is a disarmarnent measure? The United Kingdom has 

ch~~ged its position~ I am sorry to say, so that it may continue to demand 

international control for this meastrre, as it did from 1958 to 1961. 

That t-ras Hhat I pointed out in my speech of a few days a.go, vJhen I said that not 

only the United States Press and certain United States circles~ but l'!Jr" Dean too, 

believe that the Uni tt2d States and the ~~Tes ter·n Po-vJers have not changed their position. 

I said~ 

li[-'Ioreover, the position presented here by the United States 

representative speaks for itself. Hore is n.eeded than words to 

change this position into a new one, The mere wor·ds of Hra Dean 

and i\tr. Godber are not enough to make their old positions their 

former inflexible :position, -- that is to say, their .,. .. ooi tion of 

1960 -.~ a nevi position of compromise. That is the reality about 

the •ine1-r;' United States proposals J which turn out to be just the 

old United States position 11 (ENDC/PV .. 71, p. 8 ) 

I repeat that I am sorry to see that the United Kingdom ha,s changed its position~ on 

or..e point only_, so as not to have to change its general position and so as to obstr wt 

an agreement on a test ban .. 

I am very :=>leasec_ ·Hith Sir Nichael \!Jright r s speech today and with his conclusion 

that there is not much difference between the positions of the tHo sides -- the Soviet 

Union and the United States~ My delegation and I would be as glad as anyone if there 

were really no difference at all.ll or if what there isj could be eliminated in the 

talks that are to take place, I am also very glad that it has now.been suggested 

that this task should oe entrusted to the two co-Chairmen, and that the suggestion 

should have co~ae from the representative of India; a country \vhich has always worked 

for disarmament o I sim1;ly wished to make this :3larification so that there should be 

no mism1derstanding. Otherwise, I ~e~eat, I am as ple8sed as it is possible to be 

with the comments made a few days ago :i because the 1tJestern delegations are very 

rarely satisfied with what we sayo 
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~~o HASSAN (United Arab Republic)~ On behalf of my delegation I wish to 

thank the representative of India for his brilliant and interesting statement. We 

are particularly grateful for the kind references he made to the intarvention of our 

delegation of 15 August. I wish to associate myself with ~k. Lall in his appeal to 

the two co-Chairmen to meet together as soon as possible and to try to work out the 

practical and adequate measures to which l~. Lall referred viliich will serve to 

provide the few missing links in the structure of the test ban treaty. 

The CHAIRMJJ~ (Czechoslovakia)~ As it seems that no other representative 

wishes to speak, may I ask the representative of India if I have understood his 

proposal correctly~ that is 7 that the two co-Chairmen should meet as soon as 

possible to discuss and reconsider the different suggestions that have been made 

on the basis of the eight-nation memorandum and~ taking into account all those 

proposals 5 search for practical steps to achieve an agreement and report to the 

plenary session. 

Hr. LP..LL (India) ~ That you, Mr. Chairman,\) that is correct. l'v:JY remarks 

will appear in the verbatim record and they have also been su9ported by my colleague 

of the United Arab Republic 9 so actually the proposal now stands in two nruaes) it 

is now put forward in the names of the delegations of the United Arab Re?ublic and 

India. 

The CHAIRlVIAN (Czechoslovakia)~ It is a joint formal proposal of both 

delegationso ~~y ~e now ask the co-Chairmen whether they accept that pro;osal? 

Er. DEAN (United States of .America)~ I have listened this morning with the 

most profound attention to the statements made by the representative of tte United 

Kingdom and the representative of India and I shall study what they have said with 

the greatest of care.. I vias greatly interested,\) of course 9 oy the remarks of our 

colleague from India.. I have spent most of the last twelve years of my life in 

diplomacy. Tvn.~_en I am in diplomacy I am considered a lawyer, and when I return to the 

law I find that my fellow lawyers regard me as having spent so much time in diplomacy 

as to be no longer capable as a lawyer. So in whichever field I happen to find 

myself at any time I arn always regarded as belonging to the ot~1er. 
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( l'flr., Dean 2 United States) 

I shall!) of course;) be delie,hted to confer at any time \<Ji t~1 my co~C:1airman, and 

we shall discuss tl-:_is matter at great length. I must say j !:'wi,Jever, if I m.ay turn for 

a moment to ~Jhilosophy, th.at I think t.hat we s:1all have to study all these __)roposals 

in the light of their actual context) we shall have to study vrhat they really do 

rather than ~rrhat they say o \1-Je shall have to work this out on the basis tl:_at -vrhen the 

commission certifies sometl'1ing there will be tl1e certainty t.hat there are going to 

be a nw.1oer of on-site ins~;actions e The events are still la"1elled "unidentified11 , 

but there ~~as to be certainty with regard to the on-site ins)actiono Ott·.er\visa the 

whole p;.:iloso)hical cont.:=xt of the plan changes 9 and vJe shall not have tl1e concept of 

somebody Hl:.o \•Jould be deterred from a j_Jossible attempt to violat-= tha tre2.t:),. ;Jy the 

fact that it 1.vas the con11.11ission which had the :·::>ot·Ter to certify the unidentified event 

and the ~)ovrer to make the insyection 9 while the potential violator would never know 

which event the commission was going to certify or when the on-site ins)ection was 

going to take ?laceo 

If \.Je cl:.ange that \·Jl'wle concept from a certainty to a mere theoretical 

possibility "'<-lhich can be debated at some length !)y the country on whose territory the 

unidentified event occurs -- it could debate vJhether the evidence was sufficient:~ 

whether the commission had acted properly:~ whether there ~Jas a )roper e::;:ercise of 

authority.~ and so forth =- then, I submit.? the vJhole 9hiloso_p!:lical context changes 

and we shall not be able to solve the problem merely by semantic changeso 

I do not think that this is a problem that can be solved by my Soviet colleagu? 

and I getting out Roget 1s Thesaurus and lookin@ for a series of words:~ or 0y turning 

to the dictionary and looklng for some means of ex)ressing something wb.icb. I still 

believe is a fundamental difference bet1!1een us o But let me assure you 9 l··.ir o Chairman, 

that I will ~Je delighted to study with the greatest attention what the representative 

of India has said, and I will always at any time be available to my co-Chairman to 

discuss this matter$ 

Hr. KUZNETSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)(translation from 

Russian)~ I nave already stated t~e attitude in ]rinciple of the Soviet delegation to 

the proposal that the co~C:1.airmen should avail t~lemselves of all their olJiJortuni ties 

and take further steps to vrork out practical procedural measures for the solution of 

the problem before uso 
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(Mr. Kuznetsov, USSR) 

I must say once again that the Soviet delegation is preyared to meet to~ether 

with the United States delegation at any time'and to make every effort in order to 

contribute to the preparation of a draft treaty on the cessation of nuclear "'reapon 

tests on the basis of the proposals submitted by the eight non-aligned countries. 

I should like to stress that, in our opinion~ it is precisely the proposals of 

the eight countries which have received the greatest support in the Committeej and 

therefore success will be assured if the other side also starts from the premise that 

the proposals submitted by the eight non-aligned States should be the basis of our 

negotiations .. 

The CHAIRNA1J (Czechoslovakia) : The Comrni ttee thanks the two co-Chairmen 

for the ex)ression of their willingness to reconvene and discuss the proposal 

submitted by the delegations of India and the United Arab Republic. 

Hr .. P .ADILLA NERVO (Mexico) (translation from Spanish) ~ I do not 1-rish just 

now to speak on nuclear tests, but simply to corr~ent on the suggestion that the 

Indian representative has just put forward~ that the two co-Chairmen should get 

together, as they have on each difficult occasion in the past 3 to try to wor1: out an 

agreement. This obviously falls within the purposes for which the co-CDairmen meet. 

I think; ho'\-Jever 3 that this suggestion and its approval by the two co-Chairmen 

is inclusive and not exclusive. By this I mean that on various occasions the 

representatives who sit in the Committee have many times proposed that other members, 

even all the members~ of the Eighteen Nation Committee, should be admitted to the 

Sub-CommitteeYs debates. I think, therefore, that this suggestion does not preclude 

the right of any member present here to put forward suggestions or to intervene on 

this question~ which in the view of the Hexican delegation is the most important of 

all and indis~ensable for any progress in drafting a treaty on general and complete 

disarmament o 

I said that this suggestion does not in any way derogate from the right of the 

members here to participate in the discussion. Nor does it imply that the United 

Kingdom delegation, which forms part of the Sub-Committee of t~1e three nuclear Powers, 

should be left out of the discussion of this question of a nuclear test ban treaty. 
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(Hr. Padilla Nervo9 1'1Iexico) 

That is what I wished to say<' I think that the suggestion of the Indian 

representative includes these others and does not exclude them; it does not mean 

that from now on the other members of this Conwittee cannot make pertinent 

suggestions nor does it mean that the Sub-Committee of the three nuclear Powers has 

disappeared or that the United Kingdom no longer belongs to the Sub-Committee. 

The CHAIRJviL\N (Czechoslovakia) ~ I think we all understand that this 

suggestion of the delegations of. Innia and the United Arab Republic in no way excludes 

other members of the Cormaittee from submitting suggestions or proposals? nor does 

this suggestion.7 accepted by the co-Chairmen, eliminate the Sub-Committee \·Thich was 

created by our Committee. I think we all agree with that definition~ so I feel it 

is not necessary to ·hav~. a discussion on it now. 

V~o CAVP~LETTI (Italy)(translation from French)~ I asked for the floor a 

little ,,<Jhile ago in order to put forward the same ideas as those just submitted to 

the Committee by Hr. Padilla Nervoo Accordingly, I should like to associate myself 

with his statement and in particular to express the hope that the forthcoming meeting 

of the co-Chairmen may lead to the earliest possible resumption of the proceedings of 

the Sub-Committee of three nuclear Powers to which the United Kingdom delegation 

makes such an important and valuable contribution~ 

JYir .. LALL (India) ~ I did, of course, acknowledge the valuable 1-rork done i~1 

the Sub-Committee;~· and there was no intention to suppress the Sub-Committee at all. 

All I did was to dra1.r attention to the fact that we oliTselves in this Committee 

which set up the Sub-Coramittee to negotiate this problem -- also set up tl1e 

institution of the co-Chairmen, and that that institution does represent, as it were, 

an intensification of the pror.esses of close negotiation a~d consideration wnich we 

all know should play a very important role in discussion on the variou·s ·aspects of 

disarmament o 

Certainly the Sub~Committee will and should convene whenever the members of the 

Sub-Cow~ittee so desirec But surely members of the Sub-Committee would be.the first 

to agree that this does not rule 0 11.\, the application to this problem at a given 
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moment of whatever institutional facilities are available to this Committee in the 

light of its previous decisions. I merely pointed out that the co-Chairmen are such 

an institution and that this juncture -- which is a pressing~ urgent junctt~e =- is 

just the sort of juncture at which we should request the co-Chairmen to exercise a 

function in terms of the whole concept which we have of our work towards reaching 

agreement. 

The CHAIRNAN (Czechoslovakia) ~ Does the clarification just given ~i1ake it 

possible for us to consider this discussion on the cessation of nuclear tests closed 

for the moment? 

11r. CASTRO (Brazil) ~ I should like to say a very brief word:; and I do not 

want to re-open the discussion for I think we have a consensus on the matter. I wish 

only to say that I am in full agreement with the considerations that hava been put 

forward by the representative of Mexico:; Mr. Padilla Nervo. ~W understanding of the 

situation is that, along the lines of the suggestion made by Mro Lall.9 the 

representative of India -- which has been endorsed by the representative of the 

United Arab Republic:; and vri th which most of us are in agreement -- the tHo co-Chairmen 

should meet and make a joint reappraisal of the situation. 

It is my view that one of the things the tuo co-Chairmen might consider is 

whether it would be convenient to have an early meeting of the Sub-Committee on 

nuclear wea~Jon tests. He feel tl:.at the meeting of the co-Chairmen could be a 

preliminary to that:; and that the Sub-Committee on nuclear tests might have the 

opportunity to consider some of the positions~ suggestions and ideas that Here set 

forth in our recent debates on this item. 

The CHAIRMAN (Czechoslovakia) : Are there any other comments on :-.ou the 

various delegations understand the position? I think now we all agree in ol~ 

understa."lding of the pro:Josal which has now been accepted by our two co-Chairmeno 

Since I hear no objection I take it that the Co~~ittee has concluded the discussion 

of the first part of its agenda for today dealing with the question of nuclear tests. 

Before we proceed to the second part of our agenda:; the discussion of general 

and complete disarmament J may I draw the attention of the members of the Comrn.i ttee to 

a draft announcement agreed upon by the two co-Chairmen for submission tG ti-:_e 

Conference. It reads~ 
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11The Eighteen.Nation Committee on Disarmament will recess beginning 

1 September and -vrill resume in Geneva on Honday, 12 November, 1962. The 

co~Chairmen are empowered by the Committee to set a different date for 

reconvening at Geneva if circumstances so warrant in their judgement;; 

taking into account.both the expected termination date of the consideration 

of disarmament at the seventeenth session of the United Nations General 

.Assen~Jly and the desirability of reconvening the Comrni ttee at Geneva at as 

early a date as possibleon 

Are tl~ere any cor®lents on that proposal? 

l'ir o BURNS (Canada) ~ It is the vie1..; of the Canadian delegation that this 

is a recolnmendation of the co-Chairmen to the Collinittee concerning a recess. 

Px-esumably the dec is ion ~rrhether or not to have a recess will be for the Com:mi ttee to 

take, and I feel that in those circumstances I am obliged to say that the Canadian 

delegation would have to oppose the suggestion because we are under instructions at 

present not to agree to a recess. The reasons for that were set out, as 

representatives will remember, by the Secretary of State for Canada at our 

meeting on 211- July. ~-Je feel that those reasons might be repeated~ and I therefore 

quote from uhat was said at that time. The Secretary or··. State quoted 

(ENDC/PVo60) p.25) from the joint statement of agreed principles agreed to by the 

United States and the Soviet Union and accepted unanimously by the General Assembly~ 

and the last of those principles vJas ~ 
11 80 States partici)ating in the negotiations should seek to achieve 

and implement the Hidest poesible agreement at the e'a.rliest ~0ossible 

date. Efforts should continue without interruption until agreement 

upon t:1e total progra:rn.me has been achieved n (ENDC/5) 

vJhat is noH proposed ia an interruption of our proceedings here for t1.m a.YJ.d a 

half months o The Canadian delegation has not in its conversations 'ltli th ot~2er 

delegations on this matter been giVen any reason o~ necessity for interru]_y'cing the 

proceedings of this Committee because of what is to take place at the General Assembly. 

We had laid before us in document ENDC/52 recommendations of the co-Chairmen 

concerning tl:_e subjects l·Thich woulci. be discussed here., There were twelve such 

subjects.9 from (a) to (l):J and so far we have not concluded discussion of the second 
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If we adjoLTn on 1 September I fear very greatly that we will be reporting 

to the General Assembly little in the way of progress since we reassembled here. 

It is the vievJ of the Canadian delegation that our discussions in this forum should 

continue ~>Ji thout interruption until we have at leest considered the matters which 

were laid before us by the co-Chairmen in the conference document which I havE: 

mentioned. 

The Canadian delegation is aware that some heads of dalegetions herG have 

specicl reasons why they would be obliged to je present for pert or all of the time 

the General Assemoly is in sessionD Neverthel8SSJ it should be possible for 

delegations here reyresenting the nations 1.Jhich were specially selected to form part 

of this ~ighteen Nation Committee to carry on in accordanc0 with th~ principle 

.quoted by the Secretary of State of my country, which is to the effect that ths 

United Nations expected efforts to reach agr.Joment hero ·(.o ~Je continued 1-.ri thout 

interruption and gave this Disarmament Conference a specific injunction ·co per severs, 

which was not tho case with predecessors, vJhen the Conference was set up all 

Members of the United Nations kneH of the difficulties -r,,_,e uould face 3 ;2nd for that 

reason the Conference was irtstructed to continue efforts t·Jithout interruption.. I 

shall be obliged, in face of this recommend~tion, to seok further instructions from 

my Government on the matter. 

fi.trc CAV.ALLE.fTI (Italy) (translation from French)·~ I have listened with 

mUGil sympathy to lilr .. Burns 1 remo.rks o IndeedJ the task entrusted to us is so 

urgent rnd important that my delegation would :Je most anxious that our Comm.i ttee 1 s 

work should continue without interruption until the conclusion of ou~ ngreementc 

The suspension of the Committee r s work is hardly avoidable during tho ti111e when the 

United Nations General Assembly will be discussing the disarmament problemo Hence, 

the Italian delegation has no objection to interrupting OL~ discussions on l September, 

althoue;h a later date would have suited us betterc 

Moreover, my delegation attaches the highest importance to the fact that n 

specific date -- 12 November =- has been fixod for tho resumption of our debnte at 

Genevao 
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The draft communique circulated to us indicates that the two co-Chairmen are 

empowered to fix a different date, in the light of certain circumstances. This 

language does not worry me because I am sure that the two co-Chairmen are as eager 

as we are that this interruption of the Conference's work should be as short as 

possi~)le 1 and I sincerely hope that they will see their way to recall us before 

12 November. I understand further that only a prolongation of the General Assembly 

debates beyond 12 November could cause the co~Chairmen to postpone recalling us at 

a later date. I hope, too) that the two co-Chairmen, with their usual kindness, 

will .~c~:v sure of informing all the governments represented here in good time if we 

are to he recalled after 12 November, and that they will give us the reasons for the 

delayc They could make their communication either throuch the diplomatic channel 

and the 111inistries of Foreign ;.£fairs or through tho permanent delegations in 

New York., 

£11r .. DEAN (United States of America);, Of course, any recommendation of 

the two co-Chairmen is something for the Committee as a \,lhole to pe.ss" In 

document ENDC/1 which has been adopted by the CommitteeJ it is written: 

"The Permanent Co~Chairmen of the ComrJ.ittee will be t.he 

Representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repuolics 

and the United States of America~ The Chairman of the 

incoming meeting will normally consult with the Co-Chairmen 

of the Committee regarding tha next dayfs business" The 

Co~Chairmen uill consult -v1ith each other and other delegations 

as desirable with the aim of facilitating both the formal and 

informal work cf the Conference .. n (ENDC/1 2 p.2) 

I think it is clear ~- and I am sure my co-~Chairman agre3s vlith me -~ that we have 

only the authority to recommend to the whole Co1nmittee. The considerations on 

which He have based ourselves in this connexion have besnJ briefly, as follows. 

~here will be approximately 110 States Members of the United Nations at the 

opening of the General Assembly on 17 September in New Yorke Most of the Foreign 

Ministers of the JYiember States will be there and will wish to participate in the 

general debate. Then the item on disarmament will be discussed in the F'irst Committee .. 

It was hoped that we could deal with that item and come back here on 29 October. 
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Some of the representatives ~~~·· especially those from the smaller countries -- have 

told the two CO*'Chairmen of their difficulties in maintaining delegations both here 

and in New York ·Hhile follovJing the disarmament debate at the United N2tions; they 

are also somewhat troubled ~y the question of expensso It also happens that our 

colleagues from the Soviet Union have t1.,10 national holidays on 7 Novem0er and 

8 November, and if vJe set the resumption date earlier He vlould be co!:ning back here 

and then adjourning for two da~is in order to permit them to honour those two holidays. 

Therefore, in the light of those considerations, vle hoped the. t uo could 

definitely come ·.:;ncl~ here on ,12 November.~ ;Jut we r.;greed that if J for any reason, it 

seemed to be the consensus of the Committee because of the debate continuing in 

the United Nations -~ that the_t date should ~Je deferr~ady the two co~·Chairmen would 

again consider the matter and refer their recommendations to individual members of 

the Committee for their approvalo 

I fully understand what has been said by Mr D Burns 5 ·out I am sure I speak for 

my Soviet colleague 1.-1hen I sn;y that we thought we were merely expressing what wos the 

general desire of the Committee in submitting this suggestion~ hm·Jever, the proposal 

is subject to the approval of the Committsa, 

Sir Michael 1~RIGH( (United Kingdo.i:n) ~ My d8legation is concerned with the 

point that if we are to have a recess -~ and we understend very well the strong 

reasons which exist for having a recess in the circumstcnces -- it should none the 

less be on conditions which vould enable ES to have a thorough and a fruitful 

autumn session of this Conferenceo t·Je all know that thsre will e.lmost certainly be 

a desire to have a recess for Christmas when the time ccmes -- a recess which, no 

doubt, delegations would wish to be fixed to begin not lc·.tor than 13 December or 

20 Decembero Therefore, we aro very much concerned to have a sufficient n~~ber of 

weeks which will enable us to heve a good session although we suppose.~ inevitably, 

it uill be interrupted by at lenst a short recess on 18 December or 20 Decembero 

For that reason, \·le should hc.ve preferred and should still prefer a date for 

reconvening earlier than 12 1'Jovember. He should hnve preferred 29 Octobero Of 

course, we appreciate that there may be c1ifficulties a~Jout that but J te.king one 

thing -vii th another :J my delegation would not be happy wi ti1 the ider~ that the two 

co-Chairmen are empowered by the Committee to set a difforont d2te for reconvening 

at Geneva if that ciate were to be later than 12 November" If the decision rend~ 
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"The co··~Chairmen are empowered by the Committee to set an earlier date for 

reconvening at Geneva", we should be happy to agree to that~ but we feel that if 

a date is to be set later than 12 November the decision should not rest entirely 

at the discretion of the co-Chairmen; who should not feel erapowered to set· a later 

date but should, in that eventJ consult all the members of the Committeeo 

·TherGfore, if agreement is reached on words of that kind, I would suggest 

that they be amended at least to read~ "The co-Chairmen are empowered by the 

Committee to set an earlier date for reconvening at Geneva. .. ~. n. That vJOuld leave 

us with the fixed date of 12 November, but the Chairmen would be empowered to set 

an earlier date if circumstances permittedo To set o later date would then require 

consultation with all members of the Committeeo 

Vw. KU6NEfSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian)~ The recommendation submitted by the two co-Chairmen for approval by the 

Committee is the result of preliminary consultutions with a number of delegationso 

Obviously, it is up to the Committee to accept this recommendation or to amend it 

in one·way or anothero 

It seems to me~ as well as to the United States representative, that the 

proposal which has been submitted is in accordance with the requirements of our work 

and corresponds to the many wishes which have been expressed in this connexiono 

In addition to vi hat was said by the United States co~Choirman, I should like to 

point out one or two considerations~ 

It would hardly 1Je right to approach the solution of this problem VJithout 

taking into account, the fact that the seventeenth session of the General Assembly is 

shortly to be heldo It would be wrong and abnormal to proceed, as some 

representatives are doing, in particular t~e representative of Canada, from the 

premise that the Corrunittee can work whether or not there is a session of the General 

Assembly .. 

It seems to us that it would be very important and useful for the members of 

the Committee to know how the disarmament probl~n is dealt with in the General 

Assembly and, in particular 7 in the First Committee. We know that the General 

Assembly approved the composition of the Eighteen Netion ConliJittee, as well as the 

principles of general and complete disarmament uhich are the basis of the work of 
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I do not think that the representative of Canada would hold the 

view that the Committee can act without taking into accoLmt at all the O)inion of 

the Generc:~ Assembly:; the opinion of whnt is for us the most authoritc.tivo 

organization,~~ which 1·Iill consider the disarri1e..rnent questions included, o.s we know, 

in its agenda .. 

It also seems that consideretion of the pro~Jiem of dise.rr.1ament in the General 

Assembly and in the First Committee may, wo trust and hop::, s;:-:>eed up and make more 

brisk the work of tii.1e 'Eighteen N2.tion Committee itself o I~v is obvions th&t 

positive consider2tions e.nd proposals may be pu.J~ forwnrd in the General J~ssembly 

which the Committee could subsequently take into consideration in its uorko 

vJith regard to "t~1e dcte of the resumption of the Eighteen Nation Committee, the 

co-Chairman from the United States and myself discussed s·-'veral dates by 1-!hich the 

Committee might reSW!1e its work. But after c2r2fully nssessing tho prospects, we 

reached the conclusion that the proposed de.te ·-·~ 12 Novembor ~- was the most 

appropriate from the practical point of vieHo 

I certainly ·cannot agree \vi th the view of the United Kingdom representative 

that it should also be stated in this announcement that tho co-Chairmen are empowered 

to settle the question of shifting the proposed c~ate only if it nppears to be 

appropriate to shift it to an earlier oneo This question was discussed by the 

co-Chairmen and we considered thnt the text proposed by us gives the two co-Chairmen 

an opportLmi ty of discussing such an alternative, if there appears to :Jo a possibility 

of reconvening the Eighteen Nation Committee even earlier thnn 12 Novem~Jero What 

we have in mind is that if the vJork of the Genor?l Assem~.Jl~l is eccom~Jlisbod in such 

a way that a possibility emerges of reconvening the Comr1ittea before 12 November, 

then the co-Chairmen 1.Jill undouotedly take this possibility into consideration, 

especially as the concluding part of the joint proposal states that the co~Chairmen 

will. truce into accolint two circumstances; first, th8 expected termination date of 

the consideration of disarmquent et the seventeenth session of the Gen0ral Assembly; 

and secondly, the desirability of rGconvening the Committee at Geneva at as earl~Y a 

date as possibleo 

Therefore it seems to me ine.ppropriate to 2.dd to the )roposed text an amendment 

to the effect that the co-Chairmen are empo1-rered to set only an eerlier date 0 

However, it is a metter for the Committee to decideo If for practical purposes it 
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is considered desirable that the question of the date of the reconvening of the 

Committee should be the subject of consultations among all the members of the 

Comm.ittoej we shall havo no objection to the \vhole C·omm.itte.e taking on this work, 

instead of its being dealt with by the two co=Chairmen. 

IVlro CAVALLErrt~I (Italy) (translation from French); So it would be 

agreed that in the event of a delay in the resruaption of this Conference, the two 

co-Chairman would consult the interested govornments represented here? 

The CHAIIDvffiN (Czechoslovakia); There was no o~jectiono 

Hro DEAN (United States of America)·~ I am sure I speak for my Soviet 

colleague when I say that the two co~Chairmen have no wish to usurp any pouer from 

this Committeeo vle Hould of course consult vlith each of the members and try to 

take into consideration the wishes of each one of themo It is just 2 qQestion of 

whether or not the co·-·Chairmen, an institution set up by the Committee, should try 

to agree on a date and then consult \-Jith each of the memhers of the Com.rnitteeo 

Otherwise it might be necessary to try to reach all the members of the Committee and 

to assemble them. However, I am sure I speak for the o-L;l1er co-Chairman vi hen I say 

that vJG would naturally expect to consult each :-md every r:1amber of the Comr:aittee at 

all times on all matters and not attempt to usurp any authority for ourselves. 

I should like to say just one more word. As you know, this Committee has a 

long historyo I will not bore you 1.-rith its long history, but it goes ba.ck for a 

number of years to when vle had the Ten Nation Corrunittee, Hith five reprGsa:atatives 

of countries associated or affiliated with the Soviet Union nnd five from the vi est. 

When Ambassador Stevenson ctnd myself were negotiating with 11ro Zorin last summer we 

held extensive conversQtions about the additions to the Corunittee. 5oth of us 

were agreed that it would be very helpful if -vJe could add some new and non-aligned 

nations to the Committeeo General Assembly resolution 1722 (:A'VI) of 20 December 1961 

states~ 
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"Noting with satisfaction the report SE.bmi tted to the General Assembly 

by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of 

America follovJin[;; their exchange of vie\-IS on questions relating to 

disarmament and to the resQmption of negotiations in an nppropriate 

body, 

lo Welcomes the joint statement of tho Governments of the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and tho United States of America 

of agreed princil-les for disnrmament negotic~tions included in that 

report
1 

2.. Recommends thc:,t negotiations on g::;ner&l and complete 

disarmament should be based upon those princi:Jles ~" 

It goes on to state: 

"Recognizing that all States have 2 deep interest in disarmament 

negotiations:; 

lg Endorses the agreement that has oeen reached" ·~-~ that is, 

the agreement bet1veen the United· States and th2 So'.rict Union ~-

"on the composition of a Dise.rmament Com.~.uit.teo, whose membership 1-:ill 

be; Brazil, :Oulge.ria;~ Burma, Canada, Czeci1oslovakia, Ethiopia, 

France, India, It2,ly, Mexico 3 Nigeri2., Fol.:md~ Romania, S11eden, 

Union of Soviet Socialist RepGblics, United Arab RepL1.~Jlic, 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland nnd United St~tes 

of America; 

2., Recommends that ths Committee, as a matter of the utmost 

urgency, should Lmdertake nef;otiations 0 g .. n 

I do not wish to go into the long history of this Committeeo Houever, 

although this Com.mitteu 1-ras endorsed by the United Nations ;J I do not thin~i': that it 

is actunlly a committee of the Unitc;d Nations. 

lVIro TARAEJ:uTIJ01[ (Bulgnrin) (!oranslation from French)~ While sgreeing with 

the arrongement proposed b;y tho co~·Chairmen for reconvening the Committs8 on 

12 Novom-:Jer 3 I should like to sE:y that the co-·Cl1Edrmen ought not to be 2.sl::ed to do 

anything that might resu~t in the discussion in the United Nations General Assembly 

being hastened or curtniled, for th2t discussion vill certainly be very valv.able for 

the reswnption of our Commit tee r s vJOrk o 
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The Canadian representative quoted the last sentence of the joint statement 

of agreed principles for disarmament negotiations (ENDC/5)o I cite the text, 

"Efforts should continue without interruption untii agreement upon 

the total programme has been achievedJ and efforts to ensure early 

agreement on and implementation of measures of disarmament should 

be Lind.ertal{en without prejudicing progress on agreement on tho total 

programme and in such a vw.y that these measures would facilitate and · 

form part of that programme .. " 

In referring to this sentence one should not infer that a recess in the 

Committee's proceedings is an interruption of the efforts towards disarmament. 

On the contrary J ·the periodic recesses might actually be said to form an integral 

part of our proceedings ru1d we should all tmderstand that certain breaks promote 

the solution of the problem of ·disarmruuent because} at such times, the governments 

are compelled to reconsider their positions .. 

When the delegations resume. their debate after an important event like. the 

session of the United Nations General Assembly or efter a break during which they 

have been doing their 11 homewor1\", us they say, public opinion and ·He oursel yes 

expect some progress in our efforts. That i.s why I think it is a very good thing 

to await the discussion that will take place at the United Nations and to. follow 

with interest what will be said by all the represent.ati ves who spealc on the 

disarmament problem. We shcll then come back here. vl;i. th new ideo.s suggested to us 

on certain points and with the latest ide.as of tho great Powers vJhich have to 

reconsider the questions so that we can reac~ an agreement on general and complete 

disarmamento I repeat that our work goes on and this is simply a matter of a 

normal recess in our proceedingso 

Sir Hichael WRIGHT (United Kingdom) ~ Vzy delegation is prepared to 

accept what is proposed in the first sentence of the paper we have before us -

namely~ a recess beginning on l September· and a resumption in Geneva on 

Monday:? 12 November 1962. We would accept that reluctantly because we would 

have preferred.:~ and would still prefer, an earlier reswilption date 0 But \ore 

are prepared to accept that, and we are also prepared to agree thnt the 

co~Chairmen should be empo1~ered -~ that is to sayJ should have the power-- to 

set an earlier date for reconvening in Geneva in the light of the circumstances 
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But ~y delegation has no authority to agree that 

the two co-Chairmen should be empowered to fix A date l~ter than 12 November 

without consulting other delegations, and I must reserve my position on that point. 

The view I would urge is that if a date for resumption later than 12 November 

were to be fixed it should require the consent of all the members of the Committee. 

Mr. KUZNETSOV (Union of Sovi~t Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian): I understood the representative of the United Kingdom to say that he 

does not object to the first sentence, in which it is ste-'.ted that the recess will 

last from 1 September to 12 November. Nor does he object to the idea that the 

two co-Ghairmen might fix a date for reconvening earlier than 12 November. 

However, he objects to the co-Ghairmen setting a l~ter date, and, if I understood 

hiin co.rre.ctly, he expressed a wish or a proposal that in that event the co-Chairmen 

should consult the States ~embers of the Committee. I should like to emphasize 

that it is, of course, hardly necessary to mention it again -- the co-Chairmen 

would in either case consult the States ~nembers of the Committee. If, therefore, 

there is no objection to that part of the text which says that the co-Chairmen 

are empowered to set a date before 12 Nove~nber, it· seems to· me there is also no 

real reason to object to our agreeing that the oo-Chair~en ~re also empowered to 

consult about a later date, if the circlli~stances so require. 

It is hardly necessary to go 2.t present into all the details of the working 

procedure of the co-Chai~en on this question. In practice the two co-Chairmen 

will obviously have opportunities in New York to consult the representatives of 

all the States members of this Cownittee. I do not quite understand the position 

of the United Kingdom representative, even after hearing his explanation. 

I should like now to say just a few words in reply to i'.'fr. Dean's remark 

about the rights and duties of the Eighteen Nation Committee. That question does 

not arise; it has not been raised by any delegation. Therefore I do not 

understand why the United States representative found it necessary to go into the 

legal aspect as to whether our Committee is or is not an organ of the United Nations. 

One thing is obvious, namely that the United Ns.tions end all its .\fember States 

are vitally concerned that the disar~ament problem should be solved and illoreover 

as quickly as possible. Therefore, attempts to oppose the Committee on Disarmament, 

which is dealing with the disarmament problem, to the United N~tions itself serve 

no useful purpose. 
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I may say by the way that all the proposals submitted in the United Nations 

usually emanate from some· particular delegation or delegations. There is no need 

at present to conduct any discussion of a legal nature on the status of this 

Committee. 

~CHAiffi~N (Czechoslovakia): Does the representative of the United 

Kingdom agree with the interpretation that has now been given? 

Sir l~chael WRIGHT (United Kingdom): I regret that I do not agree. 

Perhaps the representative of the Soviet Union has not understood my point. Great 

as is the respect of my delegation for our two co-Chairmen, the position of my 

delegation at this moment is th&t we are not prepared to give the two co-chairmen 

the power to fix a date later than 12 November, and we are not prepared to adopt 

the form of words which says that they are empowered to do that. 

The CHA.IR1VIAN (Czechoslovakia): Do you propose any wording to replace 

that in the reco~~endation? 

Sir I"lichael WRIGHT (United Kingdom):· The wishes of my delegation would 

be met by changing the words "a different date" to read 11 an aarlier date". But in 

saying that I do not at qll wish to rule out the possibility of consultation by 

the two co~Chairmen with members of the Committee. and, with the agreement of all 

members of the Cormnittee, fixing· a date later than 12 November. I do not intend 

to rule that out, but what I do wish to rule out is the possibility that the two 

co-Chairmen, after consulting the views of other delegations, but perhaps

disregarding some of them, may feei entitled, by something we pass here, to fix a 

date later than 12 November over the objections of members of the.Committee. 

Mr. CAVALLETTI (Italy) (tra~slation from French): So if the date should 

be later than 12 November, the co-Chairmen agree that they will consult with each 

other and with the other Governments taking part in this Confe~ence. If this 

point is agreed, as it seems to be, it should not be difficult to add a sentence in 

that sense to our communique and to infor~ the Press about it straight away. 
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Nr .. :_Jillli~ (Canada): I have said thJ.t we do not agree to a recess at all, 

and therefore it may seem rather curious that I should argue on the point which has 

been discussed by representatives of the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and 

Italy. What happens if the co-Chairmen proceed to consult the members of the 

Co1nmittee and the proposal is m~de that there shall be, for example, a later date 

and the members of the Committee do not ~ll egree? Perhaps there would only be 

a minority of one, Canada, which would not agree, or perhaps we might not be in 

such a minority as we are at the present time. In Qny case, if all representatives 

did not agree to ::neet on 12 November there would not be any meeting. I would .3.sk 

any of my colleagues here who have been present &t these discussions on disarmament 

in the past few years in the United Nations who c&n possibly think that they uill 

be terminated on some definite date set in Edv0.nce. He do not know, 1fua t we 

know pretty well is that if we agree to this recess set up in these terms we will 

not come back here this yegr. That is the view of the Canadian delegation. 

Nr. CASTRO (Brazil): Although vJe agree with much of what has been said 

on the question of the necessity of continuity of our efforts in Geneva, my delegation 

does not wish to advance any objections to what has been agreed to by our 

co-Chairmen in formulating their joint recommendation. They share the main 

responsibility for the normal condu~t of our proceedings and they are thus in a 

position to make an assessment on.the best ti~e for our negotiations. We rely 

on their resolving the matter, and for our part we would be prepared to accept 

their recommendation. On the other hand, we would have no difficulty in accepting 

the suggestion made by the United Kingdom delegation ~rJere it to reflect the 

general consensus of this Comnittee. We feel that negotiations on disarmament 

should proceed on as continuous a basis as practicable until we reaoh agreement 

on the funda.nental issues of general and complete disa~mament and a nuclear test 

ban. Of course, the next General Assembly should provide us with an excellent 

opportunity for wider conversations on disarmament, and specifically on the question 

of the cessation of nuclear tests, if no positive results are achieved in Geneva. 

We feel that the Disarmament Conference should reconvene in Geneva as early ~s is 

feasible and practi•able and that its proceedings should continue until our objectives 

are met. On the other hG.nd, it is our feeling that before the Committee recesses 

the nuclear Sub-Collinittee ~ight meet in order to have ~n opportunity to re-assess 

the situation of nuclear tests and to consider it in the light of our recent debates. 

Anyhow, it is evident that some further consultation is needed on this question of 

a recess and that we have not yet reached a consensus on it. 
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As a practi.c.a.l suggesti?~ I venture to say that we should postpone &. decision 

until one of our next meetings, and I wonder in this connexion if the most 

practical way would not be for the co-Chairmen to have a consultation with the 

members of the Eighteen Ne.tion Ccmmi ttee on Disa.r111ament at e.n informal meeting 

where a free exchange of views on the matter might be very useful. 

JI.tr. PADILLA J\1ERVO (Mexico) (translation fro:i1 Spanish): I did not intend 

to speak on this question, but the last re~ark 1f the Canadian representative,_ 

expressing his fear that if this recess tB.kes place 1-re shall not meet again this 

year, troubles me a little, and I should~iketo state the attitude of the Mexican 

GovE:lrnmont o:1 this ma ttur" \.fe have always thought that th2se negotiations should 

be continuous and we have often said that our delegation, whatever might be its 

composition, was ready to stay here until the year 2000, at least. 

This attitude of the Mexican Government, is of long standing and I should lik( 

only to quote one passage from my speech at the fifteenth session of the United 

Nations General Assembly on 2 November 1960. I then said that: 

"the negotiating body on disarmament should be set up on a permanent . 

basis. The negotiations had been broken off several times, and it 

had been necesssry to wait for the next session of the General Assembly, 

.and smaetimes longer, to put the negotiating machinery into operation 

again~ Almost every year there was a new discussion on the composition 

and terms of reference of the negotiating body. . The solution of the 

problem was too urgent to allow such vncillc"tion to continue., nl/ 
lVIr, Nehru, Prime 1-tlinister of India, once said that time had become of the 

essence of the problem. 

I also stated that there should be no more interruptions other than the 

recesses inherent in the nature and complexity of this type of negotiation, and 

that the importance and urgency of the problem demanded that disarmament be thought 

of and regarded as a full-tine job. 

Accordingly I take the view that the negotiations should continue until they 

are successful. Our iaain task is, firstly, to prevent occasional deadlocks from 

killing the Eighteen Nation Committee as a negotiating body; secondly, it is our 

duty to see that contacts between the Powers are ~aintained until negotiations 

produce concrete results; and thirdly, my Govern~ent thinks.it i~portant that a 

date for resumption should be fixed because this would .have the effect of making 

1/ Official Recgrds of the General Assemblv, Fifteenth Session, First Committee, 
l099th Iv.[eeting, para .24~ 
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(Mr. Padilla Nervo, Mexico) 

it clear to public opinion that there is no deadlock, but a need for 2 recess for 

reasons which have already been given and thg,t we have the will and the intention 

which we shall carry out -- of resurning negotiations on the agreed date. 

I wish further to stress th~ .. t the co-Chs.ir:l1en' s agreement and their decision 

to take part in the negotiations when these are continued are indispen~ble to our 

work, because if one of the,n were absent there could be no meeting even if all the 

other members were present, since it is obvious that no agreement could be reached 

in the absence of one of the Powers. I think nevertheless that it is i8.portant 

that the co-Chairmen should consult the other members of the Com."Tii ttee, because 

what we desire is that present disagreements should not prevent the carrying on 

of the negotiations or result in their indefinite postponement, with all the 

dangers that that would involve as V~. Burns has just pointed out. For tis, 

therefore, it is important that a d3. te should be fixed. 

We should also take into account the possibility that the date ~ight be 

altered, after consultation with the other me~bers, 'Jecause it is certain that 

the General Assembly, through the First Co~~ittee, will not only discuss our 

report but will also be informed of our intention to continue the negotiations. 

And it is possible that & fresh recoLLnendation to the great Powers to reslline 

negotiations ~t an earlier date, if by then the work of the First Co~rrittee is 

held to have been concluded, ·will be ~nade by the General Assembly independently of 

the nations represented in this Col1llili ttee. Such a recon~endation would undoubtedly 

have great influence on the decision of the delegations represented here by the 

two co-Chairmen. 

For these reasons, ~y delegation is ready to accept the text jointly submitted 

by the two co-Chairmen and if they wish to accept the ret11&rks ~11ade in this 

com1exion by the United Kingdom and Italian representatives, my delegation would 

agree to that too. 

Mr. LALL (India): 1·Je have no objection to this paper sub:ai tted by the 

co-Chairmen on the question of recess, but it seems that there is not complete 

unanimity on it, and I think that the best way of dealing \-Ji th the matter would 

be to postpone a decision, aa proposed by the representative of Brazil. 

There is one thing, however, th&t I think we should be clear about. The 

representative of J:~exico has pointed out hm..r :.nuch sense of urgency has gone into 

the decision of the General· Assemt~ly relating to disarmament.. I think that a 
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practical case has been made out for ths date of 12 November, and also there is 

language in this paper for ·,1odifying that date. .Al1 that is reas·onable; but no 

case has been ~ade out for the date of 1 September. I realize that certain 

representatives -- particul&rly two of them -- have to leave us early in September. 

That is true, but e. t the same time I thirJ-:: tha.t in a cor:.uni ttee of eighteen, 

important though it is thr:·.t t\-IO representatives have to leave early, they can 

at least leave other representatives behind, e.nd I do not thinkthat we have made 

out the case for closing as e9.rly as l S.sptembere I do not see how we could 

justify to the General Assembly the setting of that date$ taking into account the 

sense of urgency expressed by the Assembly. In fact: I thiP$. that it would cause 

a misunderstanding. I de not think th~t that date is justifiable; it is a 

possible date .. and we would not object to it in extreme circu.11stances, but I do 

not think it is justifiable. It does not fit in Hith the sense of urgency which 

has been expressed anct, in this connexion, the representative of Mexico reminded 

me of the words of the Pri~e Minister of India. 

I think that He should go on until possibly 20 Septer:1ber and then close .. 

After all, the general debate of the Assembly will only begin on about .20 September. 

We should certainly leave our da~e of reconvening here flexible so as to be judged 

in the light of the work in the Assemblyr 

In short, our ;nain consideration here is hmv the work of the General Assembly 

will progress, and our other consideration ia that the Assembly regards the work of 

disarmament as urgent~ Neither of .those two oonsiderations bears on the date of 

l September and I do not think that there is unanimity about it. 

So far as the suggestion of the United Kingdom representative is concerned -

that the language should be chanEed sc as to meet his point regarding the date of 

reconvening -- I think that his view is ~J.ost reasonable; in other words we should 

fix 12 Novenber, or earlier th~n that if the co-Chairmen feel that an earlier 

date will be satisf~ctory, but if the date is to be later, there:should be 

consultation with all members of the Cmu:mi ttee. That is perfectly reasonable 

and I am sure that the co-Chair::nen can agree on it, 

I do think that, taking into account the spirit of the United Nations and 

the date which the Assembly itself has fixed for its work bearing on disarmament, 

this question needs B. little furt 1er consideration. I think that the co-Chairrr..~3n 

should consider it further, possibly t~kiLg ~dvantagG of the suggestion of the 

representative of Bra·z;il to have ?..n inforT::1al chat about it, in this room or so!ne 

other, or at the residences of the co-Ch.gj_rmen, or anywhere else \Jhere they might 

allow us to talk to the:;l infor<nally about the matter. 
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The CHA.IRLvJi.N (Czechoslovakia): lv.Tany heterogeneous opinions have been 

expressed on this matter and, in view of the lateness of the hour I feel that we 

are not in a position to reach 2 decision en he reco~nendation of the two 

co-Chairmen. A formal proposal has been made by the representative of Brazil, 

supported by the representative of India, that 1-1e should postpone our decision 

on this issue. Therefore, I think that we should ask our co-Chair~en to continue 

discussion on this point, taking into consideration the different opinions that 

have been expressed by members of the Co:m:::ti ttee. Is there any ob.iection to this 

proposal? 

Mr. KUZl\lETSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian): I agree with your suggestion, ~rr. ChairBan. 

l\fr. DEAN (United Stectes of A~nerica): I also agree with your suggestion, 

~\lr. Chairman. 

The CHAI~ (Czechoslov~kia): So there are no objections. In that 

cRse I think we could '~~djourn the discussion on e:;eneral and co:nplete disarmament 

until our next 1:11eeting and proceed to the co~11.11Unique. 

The Conference decided to issue the following co~munigu~: 
11 The Conference of the Eighteen Ns.tion Com~11i ttee on Disarmament today 

held its seventy-second plenary 2eeting at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, 

under the chairmanship of :i.VIr. Hajek, Vice-Ninister for Foreign Affairs and 

representative cf Czechoslovakia. 
11 Sta te:,1ents were made by the representatives of the United Kingdom, 

India, the Soviet Union, Bulgari~, the United Arab Republic, the United 

States, iiexico, Italy, Brazil anci C<:~nada. 

110n a joint proposlll by India. and the United Are_b Republic the 

Conference requested the co-Ch&irmen, who accepted, to consider practical 

and adequate ways for a test ban treaty. 

"The next plenS:ry ~neeti'1g of the Conference will be held on l,Jednesday, 

22 August 1962, at 10 a.m. 




